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This report of a workshop held in Nigeria for the
leaders of science' education at primary and tower secondary levels in
15. African nations describes the status of science instruction in
thbse countries. The workshop was sponsored by UNESCO/UNICEF and
continued from September 20th through October 4th, 1971. The main'
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address to' the conference, entitled, ',Premature. Spebialisation in

Science Education: A Disservice to DevelOping Natidns, is included
in the appendix. The chapter on "The Present Situation in Integrated
Science Teachipg in African Countries" is a compilation of
information gathered from all the 15 nations. The emphasis of the
workshop was on reviewing the progress of integrated science teaching
programs in African nations and planning strategi6 for future work.
Other topics included a''review of 'programs outside Africa an4
gengral plan ifor dollaboration among participating' African nations.
The diyoussions centered:on.curriculuM planning for integrated
,science teaching; science materials, equipthent and facilities;
teacher.eduCation; and evaluation.' separate chapterd are devoted to
each of these topics in the report. (PS) :
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Workshop 'Planningfor Integrated Science Education in Africa'
was held at the Conference Centre, University of Ibadan, by invitation of the Government of
Nigeria, from September 20th to October 4th, 1971. It was sponsored jointly by UNESCO and UNICEF,
following Programme Resolution 2.21 adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO at
its sixteenth session. The Workshop was attended by national participants from fourteen
African countries, who were science education specialists concerned with developing programmes of integrated science education at the primary and lower secondary levels. Itwas
also attended by invited consultants, UNESCO experts in science education associated with
UNESCO /UNICEF project in African countries, observers from bi- lateral'aid organizations
and UNESCO staff memberS from theVNESCO field Science Office for Africa, Nairobi, the
Regional Educational Buildings Research Institute for Africa, Khartoum, and UNESCO
Headquarters.*
The Workshop was the second of two meetings for English-speaking African countries sponsored jointly by UNESCO and UNICEF. It followed the guideline's developed at the first
meeting for policymakers, which was held in Nairobi in July 1971, and embodied in the
report "Education for Rural Development in Africa." **
The objectives of the Workshop were:
1. Ta exchange information on current projects and programmes aimed at the production and implementation of integrated.science curricula in English-speaking
African countries.
.
7 To review integrated science teaching programmes from outside Africa which might
Ike used as resources in developing programmes for African countries.
le,To make suggestions for the development of integrated science teaching programmes,
including teaching approaches and methodology, learning materials (printed materials,
equipment, teaching aids, etc) teacher training (pre-service, in-service and continuing
education of teachers) and other relevant considerations.
4. To draw up a planfor collaborative action among participating countries.
The level of workdiscussed at the Workshop covered the teaching of science in an integrated approach 'during the first eight or nine years of schooling.
Activities during the workshoprincluded talks and discussions in plenary sessions, visits to.
places of educational interest and displays of printed materials, audiovisual material and
science teaching equipment. Fog working groups were established on the subjects of curriculum planning, teaching materials and facilities, teacher education, and evaluation. Working group A, which was concerned with curriculum planning followed the Nairobi Seminar .
recommendation that "the Workshop at l6adan Should spell out a clear concept of what integrated science includes within the framework df health, agriculture, nutrition' etc. vis -a -vis
the basic sciences of biology, chemistry and physics or general science where these are
taught together." *** It also drew up a guide for curriculum planning for integrated science
teaching in a hypothetical African couritry, and constructed a specimen lesson. Group B was
concerned 'with science teaching materials and facilities including printed materials, audio r
visual materials, and science equipment. It also drew up specifications for a prototype ipter-
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greted science teaching laboratory. Group C was concerned with teacher education for integrated science teaching following the Nairobi Seminar recommendation that "the Worksh6p must isolate the implications of integrated science teaChing relating to the training of
teachers.".*, It covered pre- and in-service training and further education of teachers, including the work of science teachers' associations. It also produced spebimen teaching-materials
for orienting teachers in service or in training towards an integrated approach to their teaching. Group D was, concerned with evaluation and testing. The recommendations from theie
four working groups are embodied in the report and form chapters III, IV, V and VI of the
report, respectively. The plan for collaborative action, which forms chapter VII df the report,
is drawn up from proposals and suggestions put forward by the working groups and in plenary
,

sessions.

.

The Workshop was opened by Mrs. F. M. Akintunde 'lghodalo, Permanent Secretary,
Western State of Nigeria Ministry of. EdOcation. Addresses of welcome were also given by'
Professor G.M. EdingtOn, Deputy Vice-Cbancellor of the University of Ibadan, and Dr. N.
S. Rajan, yNESCO Chief of Mission in Nigeria. A message of welcome was read out from
Chief S. 0. Awokoya, Dirdctor, Department of Science Teaching and Technological Education
and Research, UNESCO. The Key-note address to the Workshop was given by Professor A.
Babs Fafunwa, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University of Ife, Nigeria. The co-chairmen of the
.
Workshop werefilr. J. ,M. Akintola, Federal Ministry of Education, Nigeria, and Mr. T. A.
Balogun, Faculty of Education; University of Ibadan: The Organizing CoMmittee for the
Workshop established under the auspices of the Nigerian National Commission forbNESCO
consisted of Mr. J. F.Olagbemi, Mr.
Akintola, Mr. A..Osiyale, Rev. F. S. Samuel, Mr. R.
S. G. Agiobu Kemmer, Dr. E. A. Yoloye, Mr. F. Oyewole, Mr. C. N. Sharma, Air. N. K. Lowe,
and Mr. L E. Folivi, who also acted as Workshop Co-ordinator. Workshop Liason was carried
out by Mr. S. M. Winsala, Conference Officer, University Of Ibadan.
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If THE PRESENT SITUATION IN INTEGRATED SCIENCE TEACHING PROGRAMMES
IN AFRICA
The material for this chapter is based on country reports submitted by the representatives
from the folloWing countries: Botswana, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia,
Mauritius, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. It is augumented
by written reports, syllabuses and other background material available at the workshop for
reference purposes. What follows is not an authoritative and comprehensive account, support.
ed by statistics, of the status of science education in the 14 countriei'represented at the work
shop, but rather a general.account of trends towargs integrated science teaching in the respec
tiNe countries, with more gietailed descriptions of particular. projects in a few of the countries.
A summary is given at the end of the chapter.
.Although there are many different educational systems across the continent of Africa, there
appear to be a number of problems that most countries have in comrjpon. There are also
several co-operative attempts to develop programmes of science education at primary and
secondary level, that are common to a number of countries. Throughout Africa there is a
genuine desire to relate education at school more closely to community or rural development,
but the difficulties of putting this philosophy into practical terms are often very great.
Among the common features of educational systems in Africa are the variations within
countries of the percentage of children receiving primary education, from something approaching 100 per cent in major cities to less than 10 per cent in remote areas. There is also the common problem of drop-out from the primary grades; this often means that fewer than 50 per
cent of those who begin primary education will reach the end of that phase. Then there is the
spectre of the primary school leaving examination and /or the entrance examination to second' ary schools that have such a profound effect.on the curriculum, particularly in the upper forms
of primary school. This especially effects theteaching of science, as science is not normally
one of the subjects examined for the award'of the primary school leaving certificate; the subject thus tends to be neglected for obvious reasons. Another important factor is the medium
of instruction. While often this is E nglishat.least in the upper forms of the primary school
English is rarely the mother tongue of individual children.
Even in those countries, such as Tanzania and Ethiopia, wjiich have introduced a vernacular
as the medium of instruction in primary schools, the chosen vernacular may not be the mother
tongue of alLchildren in the school, owing to the plurality of regional and local languages and
dialects in many African coubtries. And even when a vernacular language is the medium for
primary;aducation, there is still the problem of transition to English language at the secondary
.

4

or post-secondary stage.

Thus there are many problems-j-and many of them common problemsfor which 4 variety
of solutions are being tried. All countries are giving particular attention to in-service training
as a means of introducing new ideas.for the teaching of science and of upgrading poorly
qualified or unqualified teachers. Associated with such effortt are a number of curriculum
development centres and key institutions for teacher.training. The farmer often exercise the
role of coordinating development as well as functioning as nuclei of centres for generating
new materials, including simple prototype equipment.
Primary Education
.
.
A
4
In general, science is taught in African primary schools, if at all, in an undifferentiated way.
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That is to say it is'not taught under the familiar separate headings of chemistry, physics or biology. Nor is itsually taught by specialist teachers, and certainly not so in the first four
grades. It is,_ however, often' designated asunature study", "health science" or "rural science".
In several countries, modern "activity centered" approaches are being intr.oduced. 'The in-_
strument of change in most of these cases, is the African Primary Sciehce Pidgramme (APSP)
which, from 1970, has become the Science Education Programme for Africa-(SEPA). The
origin of the APSP can be traced batiCto the fifth Rehoyoth Conference in Israel in 1960 and:
also, to the efforts off rotessor Babs Fafunwa' in the UniVersity of Nigeria, Nsukka, to es.
tablish a science programme in 1962. But the real beginning of the APSP stemmed from
PanAfrican conference on science education held in Kano, Nigeria in 1965. The iirogramme
was guided by a Steering Committee, compbsed mainly of Africans, and funded by the Educetion_Development Centre of the U.S.A. (formerly Called Educational Services Incorporated),
The handing over ofresponsibiyty tb SEPA in 1970 was both a fulfilment of the original
objective to place the direction and administration of the APSP in African hands, and a
recognition of the fundamental Africaii nature of the APSP.
The, general-objective of SEPA is tei promoteexcellence in the learning of science at all
.levels of education in Africa. This subsumes three earlier. aimsto promote effective ways of
learning science by utilising the child's environment, to develop. and to introduce new and relevant science curriculum materials into Africr schools, and to establish institutions in Africa
concerned mainly witti,the furtherance of the renewal of science curricula.
In pursuance of the aim to develop curriculum materials, more than 50 teachers guides and
children's books have been printed. These range from the first to be produced as a result of a
writing conference at Entebbe Uganda in 1946'Ask the Ant.Lion'though other units creating with the biological environment such as 'Mosquitoes' and 'Chicks in the Classroom', to units
concerned with the universe such as 'Strangers in the Sky' and 'Moon Watchers'. They also
include units on the physical environment such as 'Wet Sand', 'Dry Sand', Inks and Paper',
!Torch Bulbs and Batteries' and 'Making Thing's Look Bigger'. A list of units currently available may be found in 'A. Teachers' Guide to the African Primary Science Programme' published by the Njala Science-Curriculum Development Centre, Njala University College, Private
Mail Bag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, l'n addition a few films have been produceo showing some
of the units in use in actual classroom situations.'
.
'
The main concern of SEPA is to provide meaningful learning experiences for the child. The
study of science is regarded as one of the most valuable means of furthering his development
by providing opportunities for him to explorehis own environment. 'Children are encouraged
to find things out for themselves, to see problems from varying frames of reference and to
develop an,ability to resolve such problems themselves. Thus they wilicome to realise their
own strength's. They might even learn in the course of their own development to approach
problems in other situationsith confidence and integrity.. The SEPA approach, as exemplified
by iht*unitS now available', Wasdeveloped during writing workshops of about34 6 weeks,duration followed by extensive trials of the materials, The materials themselves make use of
famiyar aspects.of the child's environment (plants, animals, stones etc) which can capture and
holartheattentioti and interest of children.
.
.
'' The teach re,role in this process toweVer, is far from passive. He has to raise questions and
make suggestions,
ions, he has to select appropriate materials and to appraise thechildren's efforts,
imagination, 'excitement, and frustrations almostcontinuously. All"this has profound implications for teacher education and the whole purpOie of Lyle school in its formal setting.
..

.
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What then is happehing in individual countries as the result of SEPA as the instrument of
educational. change at the primary level? Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Tanzania
are the countries, represented at the Workshop, whichhave taken up, to a varying extent, the
SEPA units and are incorporating them into the primary curricula. (It is known that MWawi
is likewiseinvolved.) Other countries such as Ethiopia and Zambia are developing their own
primary science schemes, through Curriculum development centres, and the writers of these
schemes are drawing on some-of the SEPA materials. The Gambia has recommended the use
of SEPA units for the future and Liberia is planning a workshop on SEPA materials as a means
of iptroducing some trials ip 1972.
But-even the countries with the most active involvement with SEPA wduld not claim that
this approach is in use throughout the whole primary school system. In Tanzania, for instance,
where the philosophy exemplified by the 'SE PA units is in cbrlsonwce withihe national aims
of education; thq introduction of new science schemes has, perforce, to be confined to those
primary schools which are within easy access of certain "key" teachers' colleges, and in districts
with enthusiastic primary school inspectors, About 10 units hive been developed in Tanzania
for gradgs one and two under the title 'Activities for lower Primary Schools' and these units
describe activities that young children can do with familiar materials froin their environment e.g.
wet sand, tin-cans, dry sand, tubes, reeds, seeds, wheels. At the level of grades three and four
the children are involved in problem-solving situations. For example the unit OR 'Water, Colour
and Paper involves working with colours 900 learning to produce a variety of colours from
simple materials such is leaves,flowers, rdots and barks. There are about 10 units fdr this age
group: for primary grades five, six and seven approximately 30 units have been evolved. These
Units; and others still under development, are in support of the new syllabuses issued in November, 1969. There is still a long way to go but already a few schools are setting the pace
for their respective communities. The major tasks of training students to become teachers and
re-training teachers io service are being assisted by a Tanzania/UNICEF/UNESCO Primary. Education Reform Project centered on the 10 Grade A Collegel1 On the staff of each of the college
involved are three itinerant tutor educators who, for the most part, have had long and distinguished
experience as tutors or'inspectors. Each college is the centre of inspiraticin for all the surrounding
schools and the tutor,educatoks are the agents who organise the teorientation of teachers to the
new ideas. They retain light tutorial duties in the College, but most of their,,time is devoted to
visiting -schools individually or as ateam. Each year it is planned to provide reorientation courses
for some 240 teacher; at each College. The tutor educators as Oell .as Regional'and District
Education Officers are deeply involved in these courses. The goal is io reorientate 12,000
teachers' by 1976.
In Sierra Leone the developthent of SE PA materials has been t he con cern of the Science Curriculum DevelOpment Centre at Njala University College. Thidugh a system of insecviCe training,
certain teachers have beehintroduced to the new materials and are now implementing an inquiry
approach in their schools. Teachers' centres have been set up in the PrOyinces and in,the Western
'area of Sierra Leone to provide local inservice training.: The staff of the Science Curriculum
Development Centre and selected experienced teachers are involved es tutors.
The KenYa Instituteof Education (KIE) in Nairobi is the coordinating institution M r the development to SEPA-Materials in Kenya; It has iri fa,c*t, been involved with the formerAPSP sincethe development work began, having been established with assistance from the Ford Foundation
in 1964. Production of simple equipment to support the units is also the responsibility ofthe
KIE, and inservice training is prOvided both at 'KIE and at regional sub-centres, But with 6,000
46.

.
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primary schools irrthe country there is a massive task ahead.
In Ghana all curriculum. development activity in science is under the umbrella of ffieProject
for Science Integration (PSI) in which the Ghana Association of Science Teachers (GAST) is
actively involved. Thiserose-from a deciiion taken at a Workshop, held in Takoradi in April t
1970, sponsored by GAST in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and UNESCO.
This means that all the activity of the Elementary Science Unit of the Ministry of Education in
Ghana is now merged with the curriculum Cievelopmentectivities of GAST and coversielemen:
tart' and secondary-schools and training colleges. Prary
schools in-Ghana are now using some
im
of tIV SEPA units, and it is estimated that about 500 schoolsre involved in some way. Similarly middle schools are using SEPA materials. It is hoped that the Primary Group of PSI wilt develop a scheme or.curriculum that embodies most of the uniteunder trial. About 20 teacher
training colleges now have good science programmes, and their-tutors have been involved in.,
workshops organised by the Elementary Science Unit. Local follow up of schools is undertaken by Regional and District Science Organisers.. The Science Unit in Accra produces a
quarterly Science Newsletters a means of communication with teachers.
In Nigeria, a Primary School Project was set up as early as 1962 in the University of Nigeria
aj Nsukka with financial assistance from the Ford Foundation:Since then, SEPA units have
been developed and tried out in some Nigerian schools,particularly in the vicinity of the towns
of Lagos, Ibadan andIfe. At lie there are two primary science adviseiss.A UNESCO/UNICEF.project for primary school curriculum development was established in the six northern states
of Nigeria in 1969: It is centered on the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria, and relies for developmental advice upon subject panels made up of people in the locality. The Nigerian Educational,
Research Council (N E RC) has, this year,(1971) mounted a National primary school curriculumworkshop. This arose directly froM the recommendations of the National Curriculum Conference held in 1969. The Primary School Cprricylum Workshop produced proposals for the
first national curriculum ipr primary education in Nigeria. The materials produced at the workshop, including science teaching materials; will be released.to the State Ministries of Education
and to teacher training institutions for further development and implementation.
In Zambia,ithe New Zambia Primary.Curriculum (NZPC) hal-been-launched froth the Curr-

c

,

A

iculum Centr&(formerly the English Medium Centre).ihis project is attempting to iritegrate"
the yvhole.Riiimary curriculum by means of specially written materials in English-the officially
adopted medium of instruction from the first grade. A pilot experiment in English teaching
began in 1966 in Grade I in 19 schools in Lusaka. NOw materials are being written by the staff
of the Centre in English, Mathematics, Social Studies Science and Zambian languages, although
the science side has so-far suffered from a shortage olwriters..More than 2000 grade I 'classes,
1500 grade II and 1250 grade III classes are now involved in this teaching experiment. If ex.pansioh continues at the present rate all grade I classes in' the country will'be using the NZPC
by 1973. Already all the preserviceteacher training courses are geared to preparing students to implement the new course.

.11

,
r.

Upper Brimary and Junior Secondary Education .
..
In some countries primary educatibn extends over five years, in others sixOr seven. In the
latter .catessthe top forms are often "referredloes upper primary and at this level subject specialiit
teachers are frequently encounteredIn other systems, grades six, seven and eight are referred
to as the "junior secondary" level; and education at this level may be provided in special junior
secondary schools or in middle schools rattier than in the junior section of schools which provide
a full secondary education. At this level Sciencis offered in all the educational systems rev,

12
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presented at the workshop, butin most countries it is either presented-as the separate subjects
chemistry, biology and physics (or sometimes only as one of them such as biology) or as 2.
"general science", but With the constituent subjects separately eviltt. in a few countries,

-

however, new approaches to science through an rntegrated teaching programme are under
development, and it is these which are of particular interest to this workshop.
One of the most significant aspects of the development of new science courses, at this level
is the important role-played by science teachers' associations. Thus in Nigeria and Ghana where
science teachers' associations have quite a long history and are particularly influential in,
national policy, it is interesting to note that schemes in integrated science teaching dre;already
under developments. ($ee alsOpage 27).
In Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, a n
Junior Secondary Science Syllabus has been
5
produced. This syllabus, called Introduce
Science, was developed in 1967 with the help of a
UNESCO adviser in Leso o. Previously;
nce was offered as biology and physical science.
fhe new syllabds is being psed by some schools in all three territories but there is not yet
general agreenfent as to the type of science best suited-for the early years of secondary edutation in the three countries. Some confusion has been created, especially in Botswana,
by the
views of a variety of advisers from different agencies and different countries. However,
in that
country the newly-established Botswana Science Association is actively engaged in coordidated
curriculum development. Although there are nocublished books or teachers' guides specifically
aimed at the new, lirtroductory Science syllabus'the University-of Botswana, Lesothond
Swaziland has, through two or three of its lecturers, and withisome finance from the U.K.
-

:

b

Cen&-for Educational qevelopment Overseas (CEDO), prffuced draft versions of texts and
worklipoks to help those schools already involved in teaching -the syllabut and preparing
students for the Juniof"Certificate examination.
-Ifigornalia, a unified science syllabus was introduced in 1967. This syllabus comprises topics
draivn from biology, chemistry, physics; astronomy, earth science,health and nutrition. A
teacher' guide was published in 1970 and pupils' texts are being prepared.
In Ethiopia, new curricula-in science are being prepared at the science curriculum centre in
Addis Ababa by_ a team consisting of two Ethiopian science education specialists, two British

advisers and one Peace Corps Volunteer. The curricula at the secondary level are being deyeloped
hickm some of the East African Secondary Science Projects and materials. Teachers' Manuals
for graderit6 and 7 have already been produced.
In the Gambia, the curriculum includes general science at the secondary level, but with a
greater emphasis on biology. This is being followed in the new junior secondary schools. In the
older-established secondary schobls the syllabus is aimed at the requirements of the public examination (West African Examinations CouncilWAEC) with general science being offe\red in
the first three years.
In Mauritius, some new schools, called senior primary schools, have been built to provide a
diversified curriculum of a non-academic-type extending over four years. From January 1972
these schools will be offering a course in science based upon local-environment and a practical
approach. In the other secondary schools, which are of a grammarype, the Ministry of Education has recently decided to adopt integrated science for the first two years, based on the
Scottish Scheme. It is intended, however, to make use of some of the units produced in the
UNESCO Biology Project in Africa and to substitute these in place of certain sections of the
ill
Scottish Scheme.
A newly-formed Sierra Leone Association of Science Teachers is contributing to the develop ment iff ideas for the curriculum in secondary schools, particularly with reference to eleven
13
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secondary schools,aind one teacher training institution which are involved in an International
Development Association financial investment. .A Curriculum RAision unit has been established
specifically, in this-coptext, and possibilities of introducing some-form of unified science'at the
Junior Secondary Level are being explored. At present general science iioffered'in the lower
forms of secondary schools.
In Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, the development work in secondary science has been largely
aimed at courses in the separate sciences under the school Science Project (SSP), with financial
assistance from CEDO. HoWever, in Uganda the interest is in a physics with chemistry course,
and in Kenya there is investigation, in the Kenya. Institute of Education, of the possibility of
producing some bridging topics to link more closely the courses developed Separately in each of
the sciences. SuggeSted topics include "energy" and "gases.':
.
In Zambia hew work in secondary scienceother than the trial of Nuffield materials in the
separate sciences in a few schoolsis centered on a pilot project for 10 secondary schools in the
teaching of agriCultural science. These schools were selected because they_already had prosperous
Young Fariners Clubs and were in close proximity to extension help from the Ministry of Agriculture. The Zambian Association of Science .Teachers has arso developed an Integrated Science
Course force first two years of secondary-education.
The role that science teachers' associations-can play in science curriculum development is best
Illustrated with reference to Ghana arid-Nigeria. In Ghana, the Ghana Association of Science
Teachers (GAST), which was 'estal;ilished in 1965; set up an ad hoc committee in 1969 to con.
sider the revision of secondary school syllabuses. This committee became the secondary school
group at the Takoradi Workshop held fri April 1970.under the auspices of GAST in collaboration with the Ministry of EdOcation and with support from UNESCO. Before the workshop
was held the views of members were canvassed on a policy statement concerning the Aims and
Objectives of an integrated science course to the stage of the "OrdinaryfLevel" of the General
Certificate of Education (the 0-Level.) At the workshop itself the group embarked on a specification of the areas of knowledge suitable for an integrated science course extending over five
/years. .
The following.main headings werelelected:
The Human Body in Health and Disease
Cherhical Change,
The Earth's Crust
Tools, Machines and Engines
Weather
Space Science Electrical Phenomena
Sound
Heat

Force and Motion
Measurement
Food Production
Heredity
Elementary Ecology

Light

Pressure an

Energy

.4t'Composition of Matter

'
.

Fluids

Materials and their Composition

These headings were elaborated and regrouped in the form of a syllabus dealing with content knowledge, skills and attitudes. Thegroup also redrafted the policy statement on the
aims and objectives'of science educition at the 0level. Further work.is being carried out
on the development of this scheme, with supporting materials. The whole exercise, together
With similar development at the primary level and at the teacher training college level, now
comes under the umbrella of the Project for Science Integration (PSI) iirwhich the Ministry
of Education and GAST work closely together, with financial assistance for developing certain aspects of the programme from outside agencies such as UNESCO, CEDO, EDC -etc.
-
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In Nigeria, similar vigorous activity of the ScienCe.Teachers'Association of Nigeria (STAN)
has led to the production of an integrated science cburse.for the junior forms of secondary

schools. --ln.this case, however, there are parallel schemes being developed in the separate
sciences for the tipper forms of the secondary school; also under the auspices of STAN. As
long ago as 1966STAN carried out a survey of science teaching in Nigeria and found that

the majority f hools split science up-into two or three subjects, thoughhey still called it

general science in many cases. A minority of schpols tried to present gerieral science-as a
single integrated subject. The STAN were thus stimulated to look into the approachto. teaching science at the junior secondary level and iit'the same time they were approaaled by
the West African Examinations Council to comment on and to study-new approaches to
teaching separate sciences at the 0Level. A CurriCulum Development Committee was esteablished'in 1968 to coordinate these activities.
Whilst these activities were developing, the Ford Foundation had assisted in the setting
up of a Comparative Education Study and Adaptation Centre (CESAC) at Lagoillniversity
to carry on the work on curriculum renewal and testing being initiated at the AiyetorO Cbmprehensive High School.. A general science course for the first two years of
ary school_
hadalready been developed at Aiyetdro. CESAC showed interest ip the work of TAN as
also did the 'British Council :and CEDO (formerly CREDO). A new.integrated general science/.
syllabus gradually evolved drawing on the experience of the Aiyetoroscherre7Aie trials of
Nuffieldimaterials, inithe Ibadan area, and on materials developed elsewher .
This syllabus,
which was finally agreed at a major seminar held in December 1969, appears in Curriculum
Development Newsletter No 11',published by STAN and supported by CEDO through the
British Council. The main section headings 'are:"
Exploring Science Vallefy in Mattes
An Investigation pf Air and Water
Forces,.Work and Energy
Activities of.Living Things
Another look at Energy
Life and Environment
. .
EaCh section is divided into several units. Altogether there are 16 uriits to be-taught
during the two yeak course.
To elaborate the syllabtis in the form of course materials for students and teachers a
numberof publications are being prepared by commercial publishers. The whole approach
emphasises the processes of science ma employs the activity-or open entled technique with
considerable pupil involvement utiliAg his environment as far as possible.
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III CURRICULUM PLANNING FOR INTEGRATED SCIENCE,TEACHING
(a) The concept of integrated science teaching
.

Integrated science teaching embraces all the approaches to-science teaching (i) in which
concepts and principles of science are presented so as to express the fundamental unitrof
scientific thought, (ii) which emphasize the underlyinimethodology and processes which
characterize the scientific outlOok and (iii) which oriibody.a scientific study of the environment and the' technological requirements of everSiday life. The science courses in the primary and lower-secondary schools (to which: this Workshop has restricted itself) should be
designed tb`offer the child a broad view ofiCience which enlivens and enlightens his inter' action with his environment and coritribOtes to the steady development of his mental manipulative, andsOcial skills. As ProfessO(Babs Fafunwa 13ointed out in his Keynote Address
to the %Workshop: "Premature 'specialization at the primarii,and secondary levels (and even at
the first two years of universitYwork) is a diiservice to a nation, in that it is a colossal waste
of the limited human avphancial resources of a developing country."
There is no single approach to integrated science teaching and many differing courses may
be deitribed as integrated. They vary in the -"scope", the "intensity" anckhe "depth" of
integration.
-"Scope" of ititegration is the range of subject components included: .A course might be
designed to include elements of rnany subject "compartments" or may 64 of a more specie-

4

-, lised kind involving only a few Both are integrated,'the scope of the formreing wider
than that Of the latter.
.
.
The "intensity" of the integration is-:measure of extent to which the various subject
cditrionents are integrated one With another. It is possible to devise a course With low
intensity of integrationln which material drawn from various
"compartments" is
;loosely bound together', or a course in which the integration is so intense that subject bound.aries are indistinguishable.. Both are integrated.
"Depth" of integration is determined by the extent to which the science course is integrated first with the whole kchooi cUrriculym andisecondly with the whole environment i;
which the school exists. This dimension of integration metisures theelevance of the
-course to the needs of theindividual child and the extent to which it furthers the espirationi
of the society to which he belongs.
In a fully integrated-primary school curriculum, the scope, intensity and depth of
integration of-The science course would reach optimum levels.
One:such curriculum, known as the.Karachi-plancurriculum, is based on a "unit plan"
organization of subject matter.?-During a perioCof geyeral weeks all teaching is centred
round a given topic. Thus, for example, the fourth grade programme for the year includes
only seven topics, one of whici) is "Biology in Domestic Space," another "Generating Power
and Machines", and so on. The former unit is broken down in 'to sub-units: 1. Man and
Environment (physical rieeds,.utilizqion of nature to this end, publiC health, personal
cleanliness.) 2. The Living Space (hoae, kitchen, animals in the yard, insebt Control):
3. The Cultivated Field (vegetable, potato, flour plants); 4: Uncultivated Nature (rivers,
the sea) 5. Man himself (how thebody functioris, first aid).
-This represents an attempt to fully integrate the curriculum. A Tanzanian Pilot Project
is attempting curriculum ihtegration in a,similar way, btit further integrating the school and
society by choosing "centres of interest"-'which are the developmental needs of the village
to which the school belongs.
-17
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In curricula of these kinds applied science and technology are given a stronger bias: ite
belief is that rural developrilent in particular must have a'sourid basis in agro-technics
expertise and knowledge of sientific.prineiples.
It is not suggested that the fully integrated curriculum is.the only way in which rural
development may Ile promoted. Indeed, many other examples exist in which 4ielge are
science and agriculture components; included specifically for that pprpose:- some of these
are successful, others have failed miserably. It is possible to say, however, thitrural development is heavily dependent on science, and where the integration of the school science is
wide in scope, strong in intensity and profound in depth, there appears to be a greater likelihood of its contributing significantly to the develoement of-rural communities.
It is important to note here,hat,rhile science edubation has a major contribution to make
in,the process of seeking and acquiring knowledge about the world around us, and also,
if appropriately taught, can make a considerable input in areas such as skills of living, communicating and adapting to change, the teaching of science alone cannot make a major contribution to decision making. As was pointed out at the Nairobi Seminar on "Education far
Rural Development in Africa", the scientist may address himself to problems such as "what

.

is the effect of this partictilar.fertilizer on plant growth?" and answer them by follorinV-proper research techniques in which opinions and views have no part; he cannot claim an
exclusive role in riswering a question of the type "Should I put this fertilizer on my crops
this mil" The enswer to this question will be affected by factors which are nbn-scientific, as well as drawing on the knowledge gained through scientific enquiry. It is nonetheless
the responsibility of science educators to encourage t communication of scientific information, thus facilitating thrs.type of decision makirig.
Plinners of all kinds should be aware of this limitation upon the responsibility placed on
science in development programmes, and education planners in particular might like to
consider how training in decision-making might be included in the curriculum.
Anothtr kind of limitation is sometimes imposed on science teaching by curriculum
planners Ihemselves. This has nothing to do with the nature of science itself, but is of such
common occunieftbe that it warrants mention here although it will receive further treatment
wilen wel2ome to consider a curriculum model in subsequent pages.! If the science taught in
the school is restricted tothe "manifestations" of science, i.e. the technology and the
..
applications, and is not firmly 6ased on the'process. " of scientific enquiry, then the impact
of such science on longterm development will be restricted, even though it may be integrated and possessing scope, intensity and depth to considerable degrees.
The need to devise courses covering the whole range of the sciences in a balanced way
was widely felt some 40 years ago. The teaching strategy then devised was to develop
"general science" courses.- Such courses were co-ordinated surveys of physics, chemistry
and biology. Only rarely was there real unity in the presentation of the course. In some
cases an attempt at unity was made through a "topic" approach. With some notable exceptions the teachers failed to achieve any real integration in their teaching, pertly due to lack
of real guidance in how to do this. Rafely did teacher training courses prepare teachers fora
unified approach to.their teaching.
Two advances in other areas provided the key to the production.of science courses that
are, in fact, integrated. In the first place it became clear that the major advances ip scientific research are taking place in interdisciplinary areasmolecular biology, geophysics,
biochemistry and astrophysics, to name a few. Such advances were,often the results of
,
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methods and techniques developed in one scientific field being applied.to the subject
matter of another: This emphasized the totality of science,Ahe fact that the boundaries
which had formerly been taken for granted were becoming blurred and illusory. )
The second breakthrough came in science educatichl itself when the first large scale curriculum projects developed new courses in physics, chemistry and biology, and later in
earth and space science. Physics was no longer a mixture of light, sound, dynamics, hydrostatics, electricity and magnetism. Physics itself became unified. The major concepts were
identified. School childfen were introduced to the idea of building models to explain phenomena on the basis of existing; knowledge. It could no longer be said that chemistry and
biology were primarily concerned with encyclopaedic masses of facts. In each of these disciplines some major tnciples were developed as threats with which to weave a fabric that
highlighted the methods and processes actually used by investigators in these fields.
Integrated science teaching thus represents the next logical step in the evolution of science
courses. As indicated by Chief Awokoya in his opening address, the need was felt to think
about "science as awhole as it:affects the child in the,totality of his environment." There
is a vari &ty in the methods of achieving integration, but each course in its own way draws on
the insights outlined above which were acquired, during the last decade of curriculum development. t cience teachers are becOming aware that they should concern themselves, above all,
with the development of desirable attitudes to the natural world and to man's'interaction
with it. Some workers have identified the basic, fundamental concepts that can make science
meaningful in a rapidly changing world. In such a course the teacher does not set out to .
"teach a concept"__ Rattly,. he provides activities that give the children opportunities to
develop concepts. Other science educators have argued.that it is the processes of science that
make it so important in our mo ern world. They put stress on giving childfen opportunities
to observe, measure, claSsily, int rpret data etc.in fact; all the processes outlined in Professot Fafunwa's Keynote Addr s. There are also programmes which emphasise the applications of science. In almost all ourses, the child's own environment is used as the starting
point for the course and as the fo s of much of the activity.
Most of the recent integrated courses involve all thOse.aspects. One of the schemes extends
the concepts and processes to the,search for patterns. It is felt that this will lead to a better
comprehension of science, that cyl ren apprec.:iate the gradual appearance of structure and
order. In this programme1.the conte t is organized round three basic ideas, each one representing integration in itselfbuilding blocks, interaction and energy. Another course that
also builds on both concepts and processes leadsto model building.
At the lower primary level, science teachidg is inevitably integrated, the scope and intensity of the integration determined wholly by the child's interests and interaction with his
,= environment. At upper primary and lower secondary stages, however, when the child's
ability ta abstract and coceptualise is-developing, there arise questions of "approach"
to science teaching. The approaches are sometimes classified as "enquiry", "conceptual",
"relevance" and "process"-with an "eclectic" approach drawing upon elements of all off'
them. They may all, to greater or lesger degrees, be integrated in scope and depth, the
intensity of integration varying considerably. Is there justification for integrated science
teaching at these levels on philosophical, psychological, pedagogical and practical grounds?.
Traditionally, the approach to science and related problemsohas been analytical: this has
been formalised in the traditional subject syllabus. Pre-occupation with analysis has blindedus to the vital role of synthesis and has contributedfn large measure to the irrelevance of
19

much that has been included in school syllapi. Deeper understanding of our world presUpposes involvement in both processes, and integrated science teaching is felt to be a suitable vehicle for.them. On philosophical grounds, -therefore, it is believed that an integrated
approach to science teaching promotes the building of a more balanced world picture.
1
There are alsosood psychological grounds, if it'is4ccepted that the child's kaki/ to
abstract is developing rapidly in later primary and early secondary years. There should be
no inhibiting of his freedom to experiment with concepts and groups of concepts: such
restrictions stunt the development of intellectual and.manual skills. An integrated 'science
-teaching approach is believed 'to encourage this freedoin.
On pedagogical grounds, the inclusion is justified in that it ptovides a teaching environment
which stimulates "professional growth" in teachers. The teacher, by the very nature of his
crork, is pursuing knowledge with his pupils. His important role in easing the transition from
concrete to abstract is underlined: it gives teaching a new dimension and a flexible framewbrk
in which to flourish: The materials used under these conditions are of greater relevance and
interest. At the "frontiers of knowledge", the approach is increasingly interdisciplinary and
the school situation should reflect this.
Practical considerations are that much duplication of effort and .resources can be avoided
and that it may be bossible to,relieve time-table pressures to some extent.
On the basis of theie considerations, therefore, it-is possible to proceed to a discussion of
the ways and means whereby a curriculum planner could introduce an integrated science
component into the curriculum, using a model which would be adaptable to the circumstances
of any particularschool, society or nation. It is emphasized that curriculum planning which
does not,pay due regard to political, economic and cultural faCtors within the society for
which the curriculum is designed is an acadeinic exercise only. ,Tbe model shown in the
figure is designed to identify possible common ground and to demonstrate degrees.of freedom
within.the curriculum planning proceis. It is by no means the only possible model andlt is
unlikely that all planners would agree that a curriculum model should necessarily be three
dimensional.
,
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The three dimensions chosen here represent the three major factors thought to be of concern

to curriculum planners:-

1. Processes of science

2. The child'i intellectual development
3. Teaching content

)'

t

1.

Various analyses of the basic scientific processes have been made, notably that presented as a basis for the American Association forhe Advancement of Scierice
"Science a Process Approach" programme.
Professor Babs Fafunwa listed fifteen behavioural objectives derived from this programrpe e in his key note address.*
.

2.

the work of Pieget and other educational psychologists provides-a basis for a vertical
axis scale on thp diagram and gives some indication of the child's limitations and
potentials at three stages. It would be unfortunate if these stages were thought to be
clearly defined: there is a merging and overlap which it is not possible to depict on the
diagram.

3:

sa

The "content zones" chosen for representation on the third axis are thought to
comprise the "totalenvironment" which provides the centres of. interest for integrated science teaching. Each zone is deliberately.wide in scope, and inevitably there
is some overlap, but it is desirable to work with a small number of zones. Content
may be baled on:
(
the cultural environment
(ii) biology

Ill

r (iii) chemistry
(iv) physics
(v)

other sciences e.g. earth and space science

1'

(vi) technology

(vii) aspects of social science
.
Many topics introduced as suitable teaching materials will offer opportunities for
different types of investigations. Fo; example, "wood" will introduce biology-based
content (trees, growth, natural function), chemistry-based (composition etc.), physics
(strength of materials, etc.), technology (building etc.).
As an example of the problems that face.a curriculum planner in integrateicience tea. thing, a mythical African country is considered
as a theoretical model. The more proximate
goals of this country's government are expres-sed the First Ten Year Development Plan which
.provides for expansion f the social services, improvement of communications, modernization of agriculture a the introduction of free and universal primary education. The
Ministry of National
ation in responsible for primaiy and secondary systems throughout
the country and has translated the national aspirations into terms of the following educational
objectives:

:

1. TO promote the development of functional literacy and numeracy.
2. To promote thi development of an understanding of the country and its culture,
enabling it to conserve desirable elements of its culture and transform others.
3. To promote the rapid development of traditional manual skills in the light of modem
technology.
4. To promote the development of social skills.
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see Annex V
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1

Some fundamentals of the country's education programme
1. The primary education system accommodates 25% of the.childreh of appropriate population group; the secondary education system 5%
There
is a high drop-out rate in both primary and secondary sections, estimated at 40%
2.
in the former and 30% in the latter.
3. Fees are Paid at all- levels.
4. Pupil/teacher ratio is 50/1 at primary and 40/1 at secondary levels.
5. . The secondary education system absorbs less than 1 in 5 of primary school leavers.'
6. The primary leaving examination doMinates the curriculum of the Primary school while
the External Examination Council syllabuses didtate secondary syllabuses. There is-no
intermediate examination betweengrades 6 and 10.
7. The teaching style at both levels is traditional, formal and heavily subject orientated.
Tudimentary, designed mainly according to the "train"
8. School buildings are generally,

.

plan with self-contained classrooms.
9. Science teaching areas in schools are often inadequate.
10:- 50% of primary school teachers are untrained: -the remainder have had two year's'
teacher education, with no specialist science content.
11. In secondary schools, 20% of the teachers are qualified graduates, 20% ex-patriate staff,
40% nop-graduate, 3 year trained local staff, 20% unqualified staff.
12.; The objectives of the country in integrated science teaching are stated as follows:
"Through science-based experiences, to promote the acquisition of- functional knowledge,
attitudes and skills associated with the iMprovemeht of agriculture, health and nutrition and to
enable children leaving sch"Ool to apply these. to the improvement of life in their environment."
Primary School Level
,
Human Resources.
.
.-..
A study of the country's education system revealed training need on the part of the teachers
at the primary level. Therefore, both pre-and in- service training programLnes were initiated.
The pre-service training was done through the teacher training colleges': YheS2lence tutors of
these colleges were the first to be orientated by those concerned with development of the new
curriculum. This orientation involved encouraging the participation of the tutors in the actual
process of developing new teaching materials. In-service courses (workshOps) for practising
teachers were also arranged at centres up and down the country. All these courses were of a
practical type, with the teachers themselves actively carrying out the practical work. Some
'leachers were also involved in the actual production of teaching materials.
Material Resources
.
.
.
The new teaching materials produced were mainly teacher's guides and some science readers
for the children. These 'materials, as noted above, were prepared by practising teachers and
science educators. The writing group first decided What topics were to be covered, on the
basis of what they thought were of interest to children and suited tooth, eir particular stage of
intellectual development. They
ey then went to actual live"classes with e materials necessary
to teach the topics. Mete materials were then presented to the children who were eneou.
raged to interact with them, while members of the writing group observed what went on in
the class. The ways the children interacted with the materials then suggested the approaches
-' - .
to be adopted in providing learning experiences for the particular topics.
Unsatisfactory materials were modified, and topics that were not of interest to the child-

H
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ren were abandoned. Thus', materials produced derived from observed interests and interactions of children. Thil ensured that selection of topics and learning experiences was learnerscreened. This meant that the learning experiences were appropriate to the group of childreN:
None the less the materialsiwer also tried out in other places, after prior workshops for
participating teachers.
e
Other pieces of material and equipment derived almost entirely from the school and com munity. Therefore, there was no problem-of a financial barrier to the implementation of the
programme. Further, the type of teacher -pupil interactions demandedby the. new programme
only involved a re-arrangement of benches and desks to facilitate group work; interchange of
ideas and free movement among the children. Thus the physically passive learning environs
ment of thetraditional self-contained classroom was transformed into anaction learning
,
.

.

environreent'lvhere the children learned by doing. it was also necessary for the teachers to
provide all the materials required for exploration and learning. And because the materials
were derived from the environment, this implied an integration of the school with the
community. ."
Implementation
In the new science programm e, there was a change-in the teacher's role which became
supportive rather ;han prescriptive. The classroom climate was democratic, the support
system (equipment, materials etc) became extensive and responsive, and the teacher indeed

a stimulator, a resource and fellow participant facilitating children learning. A typil lesson
of this programme would show children interacting with materials anq one another, working
either individually or in small groups, so.that much of the children's learning was selfdirected, the ultimate goal being to promote autonomous learners who would be able to
carry on their own exploration and learning with a minimum of direction. In other yords,
the children were being trained to take responiibility for their own learning.
Evaluation
al.
If the instructional objectives are the behaviours we want the children to acquire from the
learning opportunities provided, we may wish, ideally, to deterniine how much of the
behaviours havbeen actually acquired at the end -of the lesson. This measurement of change
(if any) is evaluation. The process is made simple by our identifying and specifying the
changes prior, to the learning experience. Evaluationrovides the learner information about
his progress, as well as the teacher who might provide remedial experiences if need be.

,.

AWORLD PICTURE
.

1

The diagram below was an attempt to represent the environment schematicall/ and in a
Manner likely to encourage the selection of games and topics for use in integrated science
course. It may be noted that many interrelationships are not shown, yet those which are
present tehd,to encourage recognition of the similaritiei which exist in all living matter.
Man, basically an animal, centrally a "thinker-doer" is enveloped by hisown techncilogy by
which he most comonly interacts with his environment. Might this type of world picture
be of the kind which one might hope the child would develop through his science education?
Junior Secondary School Level
Many of the problems with regard, to human resources, material resources, and curriculum
implementation and evaluation were compkrable to those at the primary school level. An
extensive programme of curriculum development and teacher re-training was embarked
upon. A two-year integrated science teaching programme was drawn up which continued
The topic-based approach from the primaryschool, but which placed an increasing emphasis on concept-based teaching materials as the pupils progressed.
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The following content areas were selected foi the two-year programme:
A

t,

Production
Preparation
Benefits of Food

Hearing

Touch
Taste/Smell
Kinaesthetic

'

A WORLD PICTURE.

[A possible aid For SoloCtion of 'topics

avid fhltivIeS]
ASTRONOMY.

SPACE

COSMOLOGY.

s.

Sight '

Plants
Animals (insects, birds, fish, etc.)
Micro-organisms

Origins

q!.-,,

3. Our Senses

2. Food for other organisms

1. Our Food
Typis

SUN.
STARS.

PLANETS.

MOON

LIGHT

,

41,

EN EF(GY.

ATKOSPHERE .
MEDIUM FOR
*
TRANSPORT
MR.
:-ICOMMUNICATION AND LIFE'
102,

.0"

METEOROLOGY

02

2e

FL AU RA

FAUNA.
NEEDS

NEEDS
LIFECYCLE.

UFE-CYCLE

INTER-

INTER

CD
CC

uJ

DEPENDENCE

DEPENDENCE

GD

BOTANY

MICRO-

FERT11.12 ER
WINFICA TIONF°
HA

OD

WAS

ORGANISMS.

NAB ITAT

FERTILI

.

DES OURCES.

COMPOSITION
FORMATION.
GEOLOGY
CHANGE.
MINERALS

MODIFICATION.

EARTH.
LAND/SEA .

MOM ATIO

ENERGY STORE.
_

ECOLOGY.

SUB-STRATA.

ROCKS
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FERT11.12. ER HA ITAT.

V

F

I
4. The Weather

8. Energy

Wind
Rain

Sunlight and Heat.
-= The Effects of Weather

5. Shelter

Our Energy
Other sources of Ener
Using Energy'
k

9. Man A Machine
Function of parts

Materials
Tools

Growth
Regeneration

Reproduction

6. Forces
Pushes & Pulls

Magnifying forces
Using forces

10. Building Blocks
Areal) things divisible?.
Building more completed things

7. Movement.
Mechanical movement
Movement in nature
As is so often the case, the content headings and sub-headings given above reveal little of
what was intended in terms of classroom activities. Throughout the programme it was intended
, that the student should exploit the materials found in his environmentin:the 'process of enrich
I.
ing his insights into his physical environment and expanding his personal'Arld picture. The..
area 1.Our Food, for example, provides opportunities for, collection, observation and 41assification of foodstuffs. These processes may range from those based on superficial examination
to those dependent on investigations leading to an understanding of'the types of foodstbffs
quired for a balanced diet. Aspects of Nutrition and Agricultural. Practice may be associated
with- the work.
Area 8Energy, proposed for a later stage in the programme, is concept based, and whilst
homocentrically, develops to encompass. exploitation of energy sources, natural and
tntrived, which are parts of the puoil's environment. Area 9 ManA Machine offers the context forfurther work on 'hygiene and the introduction of basic sex education: Here one mfght,
-text
expect midwives to be used as resource personnel and visits to ante-natal clinics to feature
amongst the activities undertaken.
It will be noted that while ten topics have been identified for use in the two year programme,
no time allocations were given. This absence of allocations represents a degree of freedom of- _
: fered to the teachers. Different groups of children with their teachergwill find different topio
of particular interest. While this interest is sustained and accompanied by new irisightsAariti pr
ducthrb activity the work should continue. Thus each dais will "personalize" its own science
programme and yet experience a defined range of materialg and leerning experiences designed
to implement the stated behavioural objectives of the course. 4"is,.
P In the description of a lesson which follows, itwill be noted that many ifferent activitip.
might have taken place. The descriptibn is in outline only,..so as to permit ezeader to reflect on*,, opportunities for creative thinking offered by the classroom situation recounted.

\

(C.: An Intsgratbd Science Lesson
Background: The lesson described is one of a series on the topic "
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place towards the end the first year of secondary education. The class consists of 40 boys
and girls (ca. 12 yrs.) and the lesions take place in an ordinitry classroom furnished with wooden
desks and chairs. The teacher, a qualified non-graduate, has a few years experience but no
preservicelraining in the techniques of integrated science teaching. He has attended an inservice cotIlieon the programme being taught and is supported by a printed resources book i
which provides both a discussion of the philosophy of thecourse and a detailed discussion of II
the topics and their development, and includes suggestions for starting points and exploitation
Of local materials.
'The class has previously undertaken a survey of the types of shelters found in their town/
village and sChgolfrom storage shed to hospital. Each type of shelter has been discussed, its
functions analed and its shortcomings identified. It has ernerged that differenthelters are
composed of different materials; and the class is to continue its work by Ihvestigating these
materials.
7
Lesson Objectives

.

1. To observiand report precisely and objectively. j,,____/"
2. ToCategoriie materials by function; e.g. roofing materials, wall materials, window
materials, etc..
\
3. To design and Use experiments leading to a better understanding of the physical properties
of building materials.
4. To develop an understanding of the problems solved when building a-shelter.
5. To exploit their command of English (medium of instructicin) as a means of sharing
.
experiences and insights with other.

.A variety of samples Of building materials have been assembled, in the classroom. Thek
student's notebookecontain descriptions ofocal shelters examined in earlier lessons together
with sketches and notes on construction.
The teacher invites the class to suggest means by which the materials collected may be grouped.
Once the problem has been posed he drops his dominant role adoptinga role as consultant. A
few minutes of class discussion follow, as a result of which proposals to group materials under
the following categories emerge(a) local materials, imported Materials; (b) plant materials,
metal, stone, mud, etc.;,(c) wall materials, roof materials, etc. These groupings are discussed
and interest is shown in plant materials, wall materials and roof materials. The class-is then, encouraged to undertake further work, examining These materials in order to learn more of -their
properties. The teacher wishes tcrstimulate.investigation of the following questions:
Fiend materialsare all plant materials useable?
what parts of plants are most often used?
f.
--what physical properties have these materials?
e.g.- strength, waterproof nature; long life, etc.
Roof materialswhat properties must roof materiais hive?
how well do.the materials examined match the-ideal requirements?
,

are all equally good for all roofs?
'
all materials what physical properties do the materials available have in common?
are all equally suitable as wall

ho* are local materials prepared?
These queitions are not asked directly of the groups of childrerrwho have now clustered'
. around each of the three categories of material. Initially student activity is limited to discinsion
and superficial examination/handling of "familiar" Materials. - The Planrriaterials'group become
28
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interested in the different types of woodone type beingidentified as being "termite-proof";
they are encouraged to find out if all the various woods present ale equally stronga range of experiments are undertaken; some crude, o*ers based on a more thoughtful, sophisticated
approach. The Roof inaterials group thin
at rain -proofing and shelter from the light and
heat of the sun are the most important propertiei of roofs and are encouraged to checkwhich
material provides best protection from the sunthey.move outside the classroom to start their
work. The Wall materials group have identified the need for walls to be either unaffected by
..r.fater, or protected from itan experiment to find the effect of standing a piece of mud brick
in water is initiated by the group itself.
As has been the case throughout the year, students are encouraged to make notes of
"significant findings" in their science books. Full sentences and correct use of language is en.

couraged.
The lesson draws 'tea close as the various groups are asked to show each other the activities
which have been undertakendiscussion and suggestions for further investigations emerge, the

teacher noting them on the chalkboard. The teacher retains his role as consultant throughout
this interchange of experiences whilst stimulating a critical approach to information supplied
and conclusions drawn. Before the end of the lesson the groups selectfrom the proposed
future activities those which interest them d seem likely to add more information and insights to those already gained about the m erials and their properties. The Plant materials
group want to find out whether plywood
ronger than bulk timber. (They have selected a difficult topic and will need helphere). he Roof materials group want to know why
galvanised sheet is corrugated., The Wall materials group want to now how strong various
materials are when."squashed" (i.e. under compression:)
'These topics are noted, by the teacher who will arrange for "useful items" to be available
for use in.the classroam during the next lessona resource for, the pupils in the development of
experiments and tests. (Here the teacher is greatly supported by his resource book-which suggests means.by which the strength of materials may be tested when under compression and in shear
/local materials are indicated which may be incorporated in test rigs devised by the children.)
The lesson described above took place in th*absence of.a laboratory, Without electricity,
sinks and taps, or a gas supply. The teacher, as yet unskilled in the techniques of this style of teaching, found considerable support in his teacher:resource book, not only in terms of back..ground information but also as related to the approach to be ad2pted and the patIrns.of
activity to be encouraged. He had previously been: made aware of the various roles tie might
adopt in the classroom by the experiences and discussions associated with his in-service training. He still "leads" the class rather strongly, yet they already _have the freeda to adopt their
approach to the environment rather than beingcompletely restrained by, the teacher's dictatet
and pre-dispositions. The classrom was "enlarged" by the use of the sawl yard for onebf the
group's experiments and by the recent visits to local .sheltershomes, stores, etc. The work
in science has thus been tied to the life ofithe communityand the pupils' homes.
Whilst, asyet, there is no great emphasis.on the principles of science, concepts and conceptual structures, processes andiskills are actively being utilised and developed. Most important, thestudents arestablishing a history of experiencet in which they interacted with
their environment in a productive.fashion, gained insights which relate well to everyday life;
and are learning that "success" and "failure" are relative terms rather than absolutesreflecting the usefulness of their achievements when viewedih terms of their own objectives.

IV SCIENCE TEACHING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

Introduction
The basic premise is that instructional *materials, aids, equipment, and thephysical
structures should.be designed and developed to serve the general purpose of education

within theframework set otit in PART III of this report. As' expressed in Part-III, the
ultimate aim of education remains relatively unchanged, but the operational objectives
. which serve as a process of attaining it need to change because environmental conditions
have not remained static. There is also a recognition of the fact that integrated science
teaching is related to all, phases of 'a person's life including. the biological, physical and
cultural aspects of his immediate environment. To illustrate: an investigatory look at.an
object or group of objects from the environment (e.g. a stone, wood, a calabaih, or any
object of interest) may lead to explorations that relate to the chemical, historical, distributional, biological, and matheMatical aspects as well as to artistig, cultural, and linguistic
significance and attributes. The suggestion that follow are based on this premise.
Audio-Visual Aids
Within the framework of integrated science teaching, activities that take place in learning
situations are centred around concrete objects (instructional materials) which help to
trigger curiosity. The selection of such materials might be unstructured, as it is at the
primary leVel, or guided by an awareness of an organizing theme on. the part of the teacher.
In the main, however, the selection of appropriate materials depends largely on the teacher's
use of his/her ingenuity and flexibility, andupon the demand of the situation as he or she
perceives it' General considerations would include the following:
(i) the materials should be selected from the students' /immediate environment;
(ii) they should capture and hold the students'.interest;

(iii) they should be rich in potentialities forinquiry activities.
The three points are illustrated in the case of a teacher who happened to bring into her
science room a charcoal cooker made- in the local village. Its presence in the science laboratory sroused the pupils' curiosity and generated a great deal of inquiry activities angel investigations into its scientific uses. The teacher allowed the students to utilize the occasion to
engage in meaning
activities that had educational significance.
Highly devel ed technical and electrical devices such as television require proper maina
tenance and repair facilities,. Teacher education in the best use of such facilities is &So
necessary.

Film projectors, slide and film strip projectors and other aids are not useful in their own
right, but only in conjunCtion with the requirernents of the learning situation and the physical
facilities available. For example the slide projector is useful only when the following have
all been met:
(i) the slides to be shown are relevant to the learning situation;
(ii) the slides can be clearly seen in the environment in which thlay are to be shown;
(iii) the power for the light source is reliable;
(iv) spare parts are available;
(v)
the teacher can use the equipment;
(vi) the supply of slides is available when needed;
(vii) adequate foreign exchange is available for the importation of the audio-vis
. materials.

/

/
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Science teaching Materials and Equipment.
For integrated science teaching to be eVective at the primary and lower skondacy levels
the teacher's resourcefulness in the development of materials and equipment Must be supplemented with the, physical ability to put his requirements into Oractice. TO achieve this,
the following local and national assistance is'desirable>
1. Teachers' ctqstres
.
Materials and'Equipment development would be greatly enhanced by the establishment
of teachers' centres. Such centres provide *Mies where teachers can construct equipment
,.
and apparatus, develop instructional materials and 'share common experiences and ideas.
There would be trained laboratory personnel staffing the centre, either full or part time, yvho
would assist tdchers in basic techniques of construction. A teachers' centre cannot function effectively without a flexible administrative set-up that facilitates expeditions procurement and utilization of basic materials and needed funds.
2. A National Curriculum Development Centre.
,
The above-mentioned comments on teachers':centres in no way preclude the existence
centres
can hardly functioh
.
.
.of a natjonal centre for curriculum development; in faCtteachers'
, , .
effectively without the Nfitional Centre. The Nationai Centre is not viewed narrowly but
more broadly to include k equipment production section, which would be part of .the genoal
curriculum renewal effort. Thus the Naonal Centrewould cut across Ministry boundariq to
be linked with the Ministries of Development, Works, Economic Planning, and others as appropriate, as well as with the Ministry of Education. In countries comprised of large states or
provinces, or regions, it would probably be desirable to have such centres at state levels also.
3. Printed Materials
Limiting consideration to the primary and lower secondary levels, there is a need to involve
the national curriculum development centre as a facilitator in the development and production
of printed materials within the contexts described below.
(i) hi the ideal situation a teacher would prepare written materials within his or her own
school in collaboration with his or her colleagues across the curriculum subjects.
(ii) In cases where leachers cannot handle this task, Workshops would be organized. The
purposes of these Workshops would be to familiarize teaohert with integrated science teaching
and to give them guidance in preparing written and illustrated instructional materials for
themselves. The Workshops Could involve teachers of one schoolyonly or teachers from a few
schools, or selected teachers fl'om various parts of the country. The written materials would
be used on a trial basis and would 'continue to,be improved.
. (iii) For practical.purposes at this time, some illustrative teachers guides could be prepai-ed
and teachers would be invited initially to draw upon them to suit their own situations.
Subsequently, teachers would move progressively to a point where they could prepare their
own guides. The national cur Oculum development centre and international education deve,
lopment agencies would cooperate not only to facilitate the availability of illustrative.teachers"
guides, but also toerve as a continual motivating factor in helping teachers.perceive their ex- .
.
panded roles and competencies.
.
.
(iv) In the case of the lower forms-of the secondary school, the teachers' efforts would largely follow guidelines on curriculum its s prepared by the appropriate ailhority. In the case
of the primary school, however, there wou, be no such guidelines and the starting point would
be concrete objects which have Captured and arouséd the pupils' interests. _

.
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There is no apparent need for'prescribing a students' textbook at either the primary or
lower secondary levels. By textbook in this-context is meant a required class book which is
used by all students, at the same time, for the same purpose under the teachlr's supervision
Instead of a textbook there should be a Resources Centre in the school containing all kinds_
of materials suitable for use by students and by teachers. Included in the Resourtes Centre
would be teachers' guides, student books, referencepaterial, charts, books on local plants,
animals, customs, etc. The Centre would be easily aible to, both students and teachers.
In both primary and secondary classes there would be no workbooks for students. Workbooks as they exist-to-day are too structured and. discoura creative investigations on the
part of tudents. 'A more flexible approach would suggest t at the Resourcei Centre should
also containloose paper of all kinds: ruled sheets,' unruled sheets, tracingvaper, drawing
paper, graph paper, etc. as well as chalk and crayons ofvarious
various types. Pupils would utilize
thesekmaterialses the need arose.

.

.
4. Eqajpment Production
.
> Avhe primary and low6r secondary levelequipment construction is child-centred and, as

previously expresied, depends upon the teacher's resourcefulnesssas much as does the development of printed materials. Financial aid should tie directed towards providingbasic construction equipment such as hand tools end raw materials rather than finished god& Advice
and expertise should be available Vrom the National Centre and local Teachers' Centres.
Local expertise such as that of other professionals, carpenters and other craftsmen should
be used as the occasion dehiands, e.g.,to produce items including those shown in the
.

sketches.

,
The emphasis on production of appropriate printed materials andequipmeni implies that
the Government of a country needs to direct eXternal aid towards the' development of local
industry. :.
'
5. School Buildings
-

$

.

1

(i)
,

1,?. "

(ii.)

New 'Facilities
.
The establishment of new facilities assumes a number of basic considerations for
the development of prototype buildings for primary and lower secondary classes:.- .
Site
.
The entire site should be developed as an edUcational environment.

Integrated Curriculum'
.- .
.
.
The area should be developed within the context of integration of the entire curriculum; but for the purposes of this docuriient only the integrated science area is developed and
iinksio other subjects merely indicated.
.
Outdoor Teaching,
The building should cater f6r outdoor extension of learning activities.

,

(iii)

%,

(iV)

Extra - Curricular Activities.. '
Provision needs to be made for extra-curricular activities such as science clubs,
community health and nutrition programmes, .generaLagricultuii, etc. ''

(v)

Open Plan.
It should be as 'open'..as possible even if that implies absence of Walls; butthere

.

.

should be lockable facilities for storage, and protected space for continbing projectS.
(vi) : Central. Resources and Workshop
,
.
There should be a centrally' located resources area 'and workshOp.which would be
easily accessible to teachers and pupils.
31

(vii)

Use of Structure for Aids.
The structure should be such that the use of aids can easily be facilitated e.g. by
ceiling attachments.
Animal Area.
An area in which to keep animals should beprovided and it should be observable
from inside and outside the integrated science area.
Demonstration and Production Gardens.
The integrated science area should be related physically to demonstration gardens
and plotesuiteble for large-scale production of crops.
.
Student Groupings
.
The teacher-student ratio in the example given is 1:40. The entire area 'should be
suitable for students working in pairs or in groupeof 8 to 10 in numlier.

(viii)

.

(ix)

(x)

\ (xi)

.
Resource Materials.
Resource materials should be supplied to cater for immediate use in continuing

(xii)

project work i.e. liookitoois and basic raw materials.
Student Project Stotage
The provision of secure storage space for continuing project work must besuppped
for students to ensure continuity.
,
LargeScale Demonstration' Aids Outdoors.
/
The provision of such aids should be made to allow for meaningful 'play-group'
1-

.

:

(xiv)

(xv)

(xvi)

(xvii)

r

activities, at beginning levels.
Unstructured Discovery Area.
In conjunction with outdoor demonstration aids, an unstructured area should be
provided for an individual to develdp his own activities.
Portable Teaching Equipment
the eqdipment provided should be of a portable,' mobile nature, e.g. apparatus
trolleys, movable low-partitioning; chalkboards, storage bins, etc., so that the teacher
can effectively, use the equipment as the occasion demands.
Community Use of School
The facilities of The school should be such that the school can effectively serve
as a "community centre"\in the realms of mass communication.
Deck and Stage Area
The irregular structure of the deck and stage area offers teachers working within
the integrated.school curriculum possibilities for many varied activities.

Existing Facilities.
To move towards a suitable environment for integrated science teaching it is poisible to
analyse and alter existing structures and 'open-up' the teaching area. The approach necessary embodies:(I) Examination of the existing facilities and timetable to seek areas of more effective

utilization.
.
(ii) Modification of.existing buildings to increase this effective utilization: for example,
convert 3 general classrooms for use in integrated science teaching (3x600 = 1800 sq. feet);
increase the utilization within the 3 sbience
from an average of 60% in most existing,

..;
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cases to 60%. The above would give two new integrated. science rooms plus one specialised
science room without adding new space.
(iii) Expansion of 'waste areas' in the viciiiity'of integrated science rooms.
'(iv) Effective teacher training to re:orientate.the teachers towards developing fully the
potentials available to Wm.
Recommendations.
,1

,

.

'The Establishment of a *tonal Curriculum Development Centre.which includes
facilities for the developmInt and. production of equipment and printed materials for
trial purposes.
,
.
( )
The encouragement of the establishment of loCal teachers' centres for local development and construction i:iteaching materials and equipment, in.conjunction with the
National Centre..
'
:
,
' ., '. .. s' ,
(3) The development of school buildings to enable the integrated science learning situation to be effective. A suitable building could be based on the design shown.
(4) An evaluation of the effectiveness of highly developed visual aid' equipment in terms
ofthe ancillary facilities available for, its effective supplementary use it the integrated

(1)

\

.

.

ience approach.
(5)
(6Y

,

at teacher training bourses include basic training in handicraft techniques. \
international and bi-lateral .aid agencies should be approached to assist in the estifa3

"ii ment and implementation of the above recommendations.
1
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V.' TEACHER EDUCATION FOR THE INTEGRATED APPROACH TO SCIENCE
TEACHING
'
1. Aims
.
.
Education has for too long been concerned with rote learning, stressing the accumulation
of factual non-chariging information. In a society undergoing social, economic and technological changes, people must be able to cope with these changes and seek desirable alternatives when necessary. It isapparent that the present system does not yet meet this need. .'
An education is required that replaces rote, static and examination-centre a learning with a
dynamic process of preparing individUals for change and helping them to develop their
self- concept (i.e. self-confidence plus a'knowledge of one's limitations) and ability to think

,.

critically;
Tohis end we need to train teachersVrho will be agents of social and economic change.
The training'colleges must equip them with academic competency and underhanding of
the relevance of the education they acquire and transmit. They must be allowed to develop
a commitment to, and enjoymerit of the benefits.of science for themselves firV, and thus
communicate this in their teaching.
.
The stress, howeiter, should be to provide an environment in which the prospective
teacher will be exposed over a long period to experiences in scientific processes of inquiry and situations which will promote the development of attitudes which complement
those processes. There should be opportunities to undirstand the values of .the various
methods of working with children. These, coupled with art appreciation of childllevelopment, are invaluable in the process of encouraging the individual child to realize his full
.
potential.
.
We-shoul4 recognizetthat science education in our schools has the advantage of easily,
and in .a very natural way, using materials as the foundation for real and first-hand exper
fences in acquiring the nebessary attitudes, knowledge and 'Skills which are &prerequisite
for the individual to function effectively as a member of his community. Emphasis should
be placed on the importance of "doing science" and rapt "talking science".
As realistic butc es; the practising teacher can be expected to regard his education as'
continuous, thus assurring the role of a co-learner in an ongoing process'and presenting
' this attitude to his child en. He will use the environment as resource materialifor lessons
in science and thereby eve(op creativity through AWARENESS OF NECESSITY. The
concept of a dynamic curriculum, constantly undergoing change to keep pace with the
society, should be present along with a commitment to effective teaching. The teacher.
must bean agent for change.
/.
2. Objectives
The general objectives of science teaching in the teacherraining colleges may be listed
under one of three headings:
.
.
Thinking processes
,
Attitudes and interests
PsychOmotor skills
Thinking Processes to help student-teal:hers:I.
To acquire scientific knowledge/through the method ofjnqpiry and experimentation.
Ii.
To promote an understanding of natural phenomena.
III. To use local experience.
.,
iv. To communicate with children.
1
v. To fostIr scientific ideas.
.

.

/
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.
Attitudes and Interests to..help student teachers:.
i.
Provide an environment for children in which an interest in science can be fostered.
ii. Develop a spirit ofindependence, and an ability`to solve their own problems; to assist
primary school children to attain these same goal*
iii. Develop the awareness that
the response of "I do not know" can be a valid answer to
.
.
some questions posed by their pupils.
-

\,,..*

iv.. Acquire the habit of careful observation.
Acquire the willingness to;improvise.
Develop the attitude of bringing into conscious and clear perspective; matters that

v.

would otherwise arouse no interest or understanding.
Psychdmotor Skills
To enable the student-teacher devel
rtain manipulative skills. .It Was sues*
bjectivesof the teacher training colleges
throughout the discussion that the aims a
should be selected so as to.complethent those of science education in the schools.
in order to initiate a programme designed to encourage the personal growth, of the studentteacher as related above, the following issgiven as an example of suggested activities which

VIM

'MP

might be spread over the initial period of the student-teachers' college life.
(i) During the first few meetings initiate relationshipsetween themsehres and yourself as
tutor. Arrange therh in an informal group, through discussions antl activities to find outabout themselves; the tutor and their new"environment. This, gives"them a chance to become
aware of themselves, what they have come-to do, where they are, end what they can expect.
(iii take them out into their heW environment which includes the.college, local town or
village, /markets and other places of interest and activity. Attempt to make them aware'of
their environment by demonstrating at least one use of the environnent, after which the
student-teachershould'be encouraged to select and develop his own example. -0
Give them the opportunity to participate in sChoOI life, not to tgach, but to assist i
competent teacher already in the School who will guide and direct thelir work. This is a
time for the student-teacher to become aware of the child through interactiowkith him.
(iv) Provide the opportunity for the student- teacher to'recognize the needto know more of
the child and the environment.
With the above approach the student-teacher will be better prepared to Understand and
experience the importance of providing learningsituations which try to develop the f011
,
'potedtial of theindividual through participating in activities.
The folioWing exerci
Discovering Puddles, was developed to illustratehow a topid
approath can be multi- diciplinary, or in this case inter-disciplinary,in the sciences. Its actual
use isoperi-ended in that the depth of the investigation is directly dependent upon the background knowledge, and skills of the indiOidual investigators..Therefore, it might be used at the
primary schooi level, teacher training level, or the doctoral level. In this instance, it was used
as a vehicle to explore possible models for educating preservice and inservice science teachers.
rC

DISCOVERY OF PUDDLES

ITEM OF INTRIGUE:.

,

ManUfacture one or More puddles (small pools of water) if none are
iately available outside. Place the puddles ina location in the room which allows for ma mum
observation by:the participants. This should be done prior to the begins Vifi of the,.
session.
I

.

-.4

IMAGINATION DEVELOPMENT Exeicise the creativity of. the group by havingthein dose their eyes and imagine a puddle
they have seen in the past. Direct them to expand this visualization by diving their puddle the
attributes df: size, shape, depth, colour, smell. Further expansion results from imagining
activities centered in and around the puddle. Include floating or suspended objects as well as
live organisms.

OBSERVATION
(Eyes open) Examine the provided puddle thoroughly. Coilippre the attribUtes with those
of yoUeimagined puddle.. Think of how you would change your puddle, What would you'.

add -What would you remove?,.

To assure total verbal participation, ask each member
from the'puddle prdvided.
Record their puddle observatIons,on the board?'

:S

describe how his puddle differed

REFLECTIVE THOUGHTS ABOUT 'PUDDLES'
What questions can the group ask aboUtthe observed data?
.COLOUR'
Whatcolour is the puddle?.
What causes colour?
How can Ike change the colour?

Can we tell what is in water by colour?
DISSOLVING POWER
Can we add thiijgs tb water that become invisible?
Are there any things in water thatcannot be seen?
What could you add to water which would become invisible?
TEMPERATURE
Does the temperature of water effect the properties it has?

(boilingice)

EVAPORATION
Where does.water go when it is heated?'
How could you prevent water from disapearing?

CALORIC PROPERTIES
()
-Why does it take so long for a fire to heat water, when it would imrnediately heat one's
hand?

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Why do things lobk larger when they are in the water?
Can water magnify the size of things?
Whit happens when a living organism's size is magnified?
Is it heavier?

LIVING ORGANISMS
What is the scope and size range of organisms that live in water?
How do puddles affect our health?

ORGANISM DESIGN
How is it possible for some organisms to live in water and some not to? .
How can some organisms live part of their life on land and part of their life in water?
.
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Can man live in water?
.
What would man need in order to live in water all of the time?

1
.

e

COMPARISON CLASSIFICATION
1.
What kinds and types of puddles do you see throughout the day?
DEFINITION
Is a lake a puddle?
Is an ocean a puddle?
Is a river a puddle?

Mat is necessary before you can call something a puddle?

CHANGE.
Do puddles change with time?
What factors cause puddles to change?,,

. TYPES OF USERS
How many different types and numbers of organisms Use puddles?
USERS
What uses do organisms make of puddles?

NO PUDDLES
How would a world be different if it had no puddles?
Do we need puddles, in order to live?

WORLDVIEW
What do puddles have to do with us, our families, our country, other bountries, our world?
Do some countries have more puddles than other. countries?
Do puddles effect the-way we live?
OUTER SPACE
Could there be puddles in outer space?
. .
If there are no puddles in odtersspace
. could we make some?

UNEXPLORED AREAS
What new types of puddles could man create? a
What new uses could man find for puddles?0-1.0
INVESTIGATIONS
Participants, after using their imaginations regarding puddles and actually observing the at
tributes of puddles and doing some reflective thinking on those attributes, are ready to attempt
to answer some of the questioiis they have asked,through experimentation.
Assistance will be required to organize the many investigations. The sociology of puddles
history, evaluatiori, mathematics, poetry, literature, etc. could also be correlated with the
science investigations,

REPORTING AND EVALUATING
In this instance, participants were asked tb examine the benefits students gain from sharing
with their peers the.results of their investigations. These should be presented in an oral and
written manner, thereby allowing participants to increase their communication skills:
The entire experience, allows for development in the areas of imagination, observation,
questioning, design of experiments, evaluation of data, as well as an exercise of communication
skills.
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AREA OF PUDDLE EXPLORATION
al?

IY

.

Density
Suspension.

Dissolving

Solution

Floating

quality
'What dissolves
in puddles

Time

IlHow to change

colour

Factors
Weather

Cause of

affecting

collocation

puddles

Colour
Village
explotation

1:

Dptical
qualities
Users of
puddles

Magnification
of objects

Uses of
puddleg

Temperature]

Ecological

Effects of

LVillage

exploration

I

changing
water
temperature

Evaporation
Comparisons

Typ

Caloric
properties

of i:ouddles

Life in
IClassification

LocatIn

Macro-1

pudd Igs

. Physi-

ology, evolution
and concepts

'.* 0

Water
cycle

Micro

Desigtf aquatic
organi

r

O

Sharing of knowledge
gained in each exploration
by group members achieves
,
the goal of
/

Combined Knowledge

Combining the Topic and Process approach, allows exploration in all subject areas by a
group, and the acquired knowledge is integrated into a framework of interrelationships that
the group has explored.
The milieu of these experiences should be such that they encourage future questioning, exploration, and association of ideas and concepts oriented toward the future.
Tea Cher educators need to examine each topic they choose in light of: learning theory; .
educatiOnal soundness, types Of knowledge acquired, time, and equipment needed.
puddle experiences is an abbreviaticl illustration of what can be done with nearly any topic.
Teachers could also choose topics in such a way that they emphasize particular areas of, science
more than others. Thua well rounded topic approach would expose the Student to all areas of
'science.

the education of teachers
An example of a more structured approach which might be used
of Integrated Science for the junior classes of Secondary Schools.
The starting type of such,a topic would be the students themselves.

Why are we

Where do we

.,,come from?

B

,.

as we are?

Where do we
go?

OURSELVES

/

.
What are the

How strong
are we?

.

limits of our

C

senses?

A,B,C,D, are four possible key questions; any one of which might be extended as far as the
student and teacher educator may,wissh.
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For example consider an. extension of D. 'How strong are we?'

$

How strong are
k

we?

.

Can we increase

the forces
we apply?

Temperature
regulation
Yy

tt

Active Work
Maximum
Rate?

Need for '
Fuel (Energy,
FOodt)

Air flow

Effect on

through
students

Pulse rates.

Gaseous

Effect of

exchange

smoking.

a

Section D 1 ('How strongare we?') may include such investi§ations as:1. What is the maximum force we can exert between finger and thumb?' (Who is the

ft

.

biggest pincher?)

'

2. Who has the strongestgdp? What is the value of the force applied? Is grip rated to
our performance as a games player?
3. Who has the strongest hug?

,

1

,

i

4. What is our maximum puihing force?
s.-.
5. What is our maximum pulling force?
.
6. What force can we exert with our leg? Is this force the same for the left leg as it is for
.
.
the right?

.

.

,

-
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Students at this stage will be obtaining a real feeling for forces and an appreciation's:3f their
magnitude N EWTONS.
/
7.; Can we make our own standard Force .Measurer, and a PushPull measurer?
Student's would make these two instruments from lora! materials (i.e. we are improving their
psychomOtor skills).
8. Use the instruments made above to investigate ten common pushes and pulls that we
exert in everyday life:
9. The earth's pull,c6Old now be inVestigated.
(i) Let a block fall to the grOund. Why. does the block fall?
(ii) What isthivalue of the earth's pull on the block?
(iii) Would the moon's pUll on the block be more; the same; or less?
WoOldsthe earth's pull on the block be the same-all over the earth?
(v) WheitS0e earth's pull on this chunk of matter labelled 2 kilograms?
(vii) What WOuld the moon's pull on the:phunk of matter be?

(viii)'Would the chunk bf matter be different on the moon? Le.will there still be
2 kilograms worth?'
in the above the students would be differentiating between MASS and WEIGHT without
:

.using the worth.
The mOdels of teaching approach given above illustrate;
between a lest strUctu-,
red and'a more structured approach to teaching Using an integrating theme. The models can be
used and developed in the preparation of teachers for either the primary or Secondary scbool..;
However the latter model:was deyeloped to illustrate 4`probabre teaching approach at the
lower Secondary level.
It was felt that the step towards integrating the sciences was-towards the integration of the
school curriculum as a whole. This represents an exciting idea for future.curriculurn development in the secondary school and it is perhaps exemplified in the model of the school build:
ing found earlier in the report..
In order to prepare teachers6of integrated science, a course could be structured so that the
student-teacheer f011ows a Fouqation Science course for say the first half Of his time in college,
and this would be followed by an in-lepth course in a subject area of his own clrosing which
would itself emerge from the Foundation Course. Thit would achieve two Objectives: (a) it
Would enable the student-teacher to appreciate the various aspects of the different sciences,
whilst at the same time, (b) give him the satisfaction and self - confidence that comes from a
study ofen area of science -in some depth.
The broad-based exposure to science through experience, or the-foundation Course, would
be taught in such away that the content and methodology would be integrated, whilst the
'general educational courses, e.g.. philosophy of education, would be Catered for elsewhere.
.

In-Service Education for TeaChers

.

Introduction
.
The above ideas mentioned in connectioivwith pre-seniice education are alSo applicable to
in-service educathin. Therefore, we should strive to make it possible for the two areas to complement each'other. This could take the form of Strengthening already existing links and at
the same time encouraging the formation of new-ones:
It is evident that the education of teachers is not; erminal but a Continual, on-going process,
and to this end practising teachers should be brought into contact with new ideas andrecent
educational developments through their participation in in-service Courses, seminars and Work.
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shops, whose aim is to-increase their competence in.the classroom.
One of the important objectives of in-service education is to provide opportunities for
teachers to reflect upon their own attitudes and teaching methods with a view to improvement.
Constraints
1. A Weak Knowledge Base.:
..0
One of the objections to teaching integrated sc*
e by teachers is very often the fact that
theihwn knowledge in science is not broad enough
make them feel Competent to teach it.
Since many teachers would have studied only one or two of the sciences as Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Botany or Zoology, they feel that their own knowledge is not adequate for a study such
as integrated science,.which tends to look at things and phenomena froM a multi-disciplinary

point of view.

.

Again teachers in the past have not acted as if they have any contribution to make to curriculum improvement, SylltbUges and study schemes have come to them from officials.outside"
the school. 'Teachers in this Situation will either openly reiis?'the adoption Of such schemes
of subvert their implementafion. Teachers in the classrBom should be fully involved at every
stage of the projects. Teachers, tutors, university men and ministry officials who have helped
with planning and carrying out the pilot projects should also help to carry out the in-service
.
training of teachers.."

Bureaucratid Administration/I stitutional Commitmehts
Where ministry officials an other supervisory staff have not been reached, they may become
subverting agents. It could be that these are people ,whobelieve in bureaucratic adminiitration
or institutipnal,commitments. They, know of a set way of doing.it-and will insist on or expect
that." Thuiteducation officersnot reached will conclOde that the integrated approach they see
in a classroom is wrOng-and that teachers should do physics or chemistry or biology, etc.
DUring in-service education such officials Should be invited to participate and, if,this practice is .
. followed, it may effectively win them over to the new ideas being propagated: B y e pcouraging
such participation they could effectively put their weight behind the integrated scieri4e teaching
through their supervisory wOrk.
External terminal examinations are often rigid in their demands, and it is not easy to entourage
students to adopt the integrated approach. It is therefore necessary to ensure that the examination at the end of the integrated science course is changed from what it is now to an examinetion which takes cognizance ofithe integrated approach. From the outset of the introduction
of thenew approach the Ministry and Examination Authorities should be encouraged to allow
the appropriate kind of new examination.

,

Lack of Incentives or the Desire for Change
Absence of the appropriate examination for integrated science will make any in-service courses
for integrated science puiposeless, and teachers may not be interested. In addition is the problem,
of the lack of any financial Or status incentive. Teachers,lowever interested, often use their vete, tons to go on in-service courses. To go to these courses without any hope of gaining financially
Or by way oi promotions asking a little too much of teachers. '
.

Absence of Change Agent
.
.
There are many schools who will not be reached by the integrated science teaching for as long
as in-service education has not ceachecl them. The desired change will only occur when the agents
of change are introduced into the system. Agents of change are being prepared.
Through in service education Courses; the agents of change can be injected into the educational
system.
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Insecurity and Regression
V
To tear any human being from the familiar things he krlows to do best, haturally causes
a certain amount of insequrity. This at the earliest chance such a-person will,abendon the new
thing and revert to the old he knows well. In-service courses do help destroy or reduce this
insecurity.
Experience has however shown that if after in-service courses teachers arenoffoilowed up

x.

-

then much of the effect of the training is lost and teachers sooner or later revert tojtheirold
ways. In short, in-service courses are uselest if there is no effective follow-up.
(In the preparation of the above on in-service education, reference was made to "I ntroducing InnovationsGaining Acceptance of Change" J. Kusis-Achampong, 1971 unpublished)
*.
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VI, EVALUATION
The necessity for evaluation: The introduction of any curriculum into a school system involves making a number of decisions. In order that such decisions may be taken on a rational
bases, it is necessary to have informatiop of various kinds which can provide such rational
bases. Evaluation is necessary for the provision of such information. In factevaluation may
be defined as the lirocess of ascertaining the decision's' to be made, selecting related information;
And collecting andanalyzing information in order to report summary data useful to decision
makers in selecting among alternatives .+
Suggested Framework, For Curriculum Evaluation
Two broad but, not Mutual y exclusive dimensions of evaluation must be considered.

1. Evaluation of ft Programme
2. Evaluation o the achievement of the individual child in the programme.

..

The second dimension is necessarily involved in the'first.

$

Evaluation of the Prograinme
Two kinds of evaltiation are needed here.
.

.

(a) Formative evaluation: i.e. the kind of evaluation designed to aid the development of
materials and help the process of decifion making with respect to feed back from trials...

.

(b) Summative evaluation: i.e. the kind of evaluation that gives judgement as to the value or
worth of the finished product, Irrespective of the
of programme, three aspects need to
be evaluated.

'''s

.

.

.

(i) Antecedents: These are the various conditions existing prior to theintroduction of the
new materials. These may include such things as the cognitive s3yles of the childeen; the
socio-economic backgrou
rid of the children; the administrative structure of schools, the locality
,
of schools, available resources in terms of funds, materials and mani3ower.
Evaluation of antecedents calls for basic research ihto these various factors. Knowledge
about them is vital to the decision making processes in selecting and developing curriculum
,d
materials.'
.
:
>

;.,:%..;.

r.

.

.

.

tr
:fr
gv:
nv,

.4.

.?

(a) Transactions: These are the various strategies bit which the programme us being carried
out, for exaniple the nature of materials produced, Teacher-Class-Material li-iteraction, teacher
training procedures, and administrative itrategies.

(iii) Outcomes: These are-in general the consequences of the programme.. Such outcomes
may have to do with the acquisition of skills and knowledge
the child, general intellectual
development of the child and the impact of the programmeion society at large.
An outline framework is shown in the accompanying table.

,
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+ Alkin, Morvin C, A frame-work for evaluation Study: UCLA, Graduate
School of Education, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 1969.

V.

TABLE
A FRAMEWORK FOR CURRICULUM EVALUATION
Intents/
Observation.
q ues)
P" lInstruments & Techniques)
-

' AssTechniques)

Variables

ti ons

r.

Judge-

Decision

..--

1. Surveys
2. Direct Observation
3. Tests

1, Manpower - Quality,
Qualifications

f,

2. Children

Predispositions

..)

IntellectU41,

ability, SocioAntecedents

Eccitiomic
Background
Cognitive Styles
3.. Learning Environment School setting

' ,

.

.

.

Adm[nistration

.

,

I

.

t

Econnic resources,

:\

4

Cultural setting

%

4

.

Instructional Materials .
nature; Devel,
o
opmental
strategies
2. Instructional techniques -'
Teacher ChildMaterial
Transinteraction
actions
3. Supportive Strategies -'
Teacher training Interaction
1.

.

'

0
m
cn

1.' Direct observation using
Observation Instruments
. e.g. Interaction analysis
2. Statistical techniques e.g.
Readability indices,
3. Sthveys .
.

cmco

C)

c_

m

72
..,1

0
z

with policy

. cl
1
<
m

'

..
.

makers.

,

Interaction with

,

Resource people
4.. Intervention Strategies

.

.

.

-

1. Tests'

1.' The child

) Cognitive
i
-:- ) Effective
2. The Teacher)
Psychomotor

OutCOMM

3. Parents

)
)
)

.

2. Direct Observation
3. Surveys
4. -Statistical Techniques

Life

e.g. Cost - Effectiveness
Analysis

4. Curriculum )

5. Controlled St9dies

Innovators )
5. Educational Admin. & Policy

6. Economic Implications

.

o

l

.
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In each case a list of the variable which concern the evaluated is listed:
iven the
Variables under these three broad categgries,"there are three categories of.infdrmation AIM
need to be collected about them. These are:
(a) Intents/Assumptions: These are essentially the bases on Which the curriCulum develop,
"ment programme was embarked upon in the first instance. Collecting information here involve's mainly Wprocess of description.
(b) Observations: The extent to which intents are realifed and assumptions justified can only
'be determined by actual observation carried out on the iariables in question. It is essentially
\in this operation that the use of specialized measurement and evalygion instruments and
techniques are called for. A list of such instruments and techniques is given.
(c) Judgement/Decision:` The purpose of comparing observations with intents is to provide
a rational basis for making judgements and taking decisions. The process of decision making
may involve pooling and arrangement of information from other boxes in matrix but the ,
eventual judgement or dedision is essentially-a subjective one.

Evaluation of the achievement of the child
This again may be of tWo kinds:.
43
(a)

Guidance - oriented evaluation: This is meant to identify the child's need for help
and guidance in working within the curritulum.
(b) Sdlection - oriented evaluatioo: This includes yearly examinations to determine
who gets promoted to the next class, or end-of-course examinations to determine
gvho gets the primary school Laving certificate.
.
.

_

li doubt the most important form" of evaluation from
Guidance - oriented evaluation is!o
the
point
of
view
of
the
child's
educaiiOn.
However, both kinds of evaluation must be con.,
sid
p
n
ered specially because the resetsituationn imost countries is such
s
that selection-oriented
,
evaluation plays a vital role in the child's life:
,
There is of course the grave danger that techniques designed for evaluating the child's
achievement can compel teachers to work along certain rather narrow lines. It is therefore
important that techniques and instruments designed fo-r integrated science should be seriously considered by specialists in the field of evaluation tb ensure that the 'open, inquiryn.1
oented
learning situations which proponents of integrated science teaching advocate are
not obstructed by the process of evaluation. The accomplishmentof this task may involve
(a) the running of special e"taliiation workshops;
(b) the involvement of specialized testing agencies such)s TEDRO (Test Development and
Research Office of the West African Examinations Council) and test specialists from
universities;
(c) the establishMent of test item banks which can serve the needs of classroom teachers.
1
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VII.' A PLAN FOR FUTURE ACTION FOR INTEGRATED SCIENCE TEACHING IN
ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICAN COUNTRIES
Plans for future action must encompais both national and regronal-aptivities; such activities are complementary. While national activities can be greatly strengthened and improved through regional inputs, regional activities can only be successful when, they draw on soundly
based, national experience.

.

1.

- As.a follow-up to the present Workshop and to the Nairobi WorkshOp which preceded
it, the reports of the two workshops,should be widely disseminated. They should be used as
basic documents in planning the Conference for the Application, of Science and Technology in
Africa (CASTAFR ICA).- National workshops should be organized at which these two reports
are, discussed and used as a basis for national planning for integrated science teaching, particularly in the context of rural development.
2.
An exchange of-information is needed. This will involve the establishment of a clearing
house for information. The Science Education Programme for Africa- (SEPA) and the UNESCO
field Science Office and Regional Education Office should collaborate in this programme,
,
Particularly through the publication of newsletters and bulletins. Evaluation of integrated
science teaching 'programmes is an area where, in particular, a greater flow of information is
desirable. The exchange of information among science teachers associations in Africa should
also be promoted in all possible ways.
3.
A. programmd for the further education of teacher educators in integrated science teaching is very desirable. A joint SEPA - UNESCO- CEDO programme should be.established
foil- this purpose.
4.
To ensure concerted action amrzng the various groups involved in science education at
the national level (curriculum development group; science teachers associations, teacher training colleges, university scientists, science edu6tors, etc.) a national coordinating body is
necessary. A National Curriculum 'Development Centre can act as:a focal point for the development'of science teaching riiaterials. Teachers centres linked withthe National Centre can
promote the local development of materials and the initiation of teachers in their use.
Science teaching equipment poses particular problems for the on-going development
5.
of integrated science teaching; Countries should establish national* centres for the production,
maintenance and repair of school scieo,ce equipment. UNESCO assistance may be sought for
this purpose. These'centres should be closely linked with the on-going curriculum development activities in integrated science teaching at the national level.
6.
One or more pilot projects in school buildings for integrated science teaching in Africa
should be established through the agency of the UNESCO Regional.Educational Buildings
Institute for Africa (REBI A), Khartoum. Such projects should be established in countries
which already have well-developed integrated science, teaching programmes:
Several international and bilateral agencies are assisting integrated science teaching in
7.
Africa. Where cb-operation between them is established, progress will be more rapid. These
organizations should seek actively to wOrls;together to provide "integrated aid".
8. There is the need for more regional and sub-regional Workshops. SEPA should collaborate with UNESCO and UNICEF and with bilateral aid organizatioils in the planning,
.. organization and follow-uppf future Workshops. In particular, evaluation workshops linked
with integrated science teaching programmes should be. organized at international, regional
and national levels with multi-lateral and bilateral aid. Such workshops sholild be concerned
With the construction of sample evaluation instruments and with the training of indigenous
,

personnel.
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Unesco House, P. 0. B. 30592, Nairobi, Kenya
Mrs. Sheila M. Haggis
Programme Specialist
Division of Science Teaching, Unesco, Paris, France

ANNEX I I
4,

WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

Normally three 2 hour working session were held p
8.30 a.m. -10.30 a.m.
Session 1
1.00 p.m.
2 11.00 a.m.
3.00 p.m. - 5.00 p.m.
3

day

detailed below

Monday, September,.20th
Session 1. (P)*

8:00 a.m. - 9.00 a.m.
9.00 a.m. -10.30 a.m.

Registration

Openin of Workshop by Mrs. F. Akintunde-Ighodalo,
Pemiane t Secretary, Western State of Nigeria.
Ministry f Education,
, Mr. J. M. Akintola, Federal MiriistrV of
Chaff
Education, Nigeria,
Keynote address, Prof. B. Fafunwa

2. (P)
11.00 a.m. -1.00 p.m.

Discussion of keynote address
Presentation of country programmes by
national delegates

3. (P)

-

3.00 p.m. -5.00 p.m.

Presentation of country programmes by
national delegates (continued).

6.30 p.m. - 8.00 p.m.

Co.cktail Party.

57.
* P = Plenary session, G = Working Group session
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Tuesday, September, 21st
Session 1. (P)

".

The concept of Integrated Science Teaching - Mrs. S. M. Haggis
Iiitegrated Scierice Teaching - Examples of Current
Programmes -Mr. D. G. Chisman

2. (P)

Curriculum Development in Integrated Science Teaching
Primary level
Dr. Hubert Dyasi

3. (P)

Presentation of country programmes (continued)

Wednesday, September, 22nd

Session 1 and 2 (V) Visits to schools, training colleges etc. in Ibadan.
Thursday, September, 23rd
Session 1. (P)

Development of integrated science teaching materials
Dr. Magnus Cole.

2. and 3. (G)Working groups.

Friday, September 24th
Session 1. (P)
/ 2. (G)

3.

Teacher training for integrated sciencepre - service courses
Mr. D. Carter
Working groups

Visit to Exhibition of science teaching books and equipment

Saturday, September 25th
Session 1. (P)

2. (G)

Science teaching equipment, production and distribution
Mr. R. Marshall and Mr. N. K. Lowe
Working groups

Sunday, September, 26thFree
Monday, September, 27th

Session 1. (II
2. (G)

Teacher training for integrated science i- service courses
Mr. S. M..Adu Ampoma
Working groups

Tuesday, September 28th ,

All day visit to Aiyetoro Comprehensive High School and to Mayflower School
Ikenne

to
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Wednesday, September, 29th

Session 1. and 2; (P) Evaluation of integrated science coursesDr. E. A.Yoloye
3. (G)
Working groups
'Thursday, September 30th
Seisions 1. 2. and 3 (G) Working groups. Finalization of group reports

Friday; October 1st

National Holiday
.

Saturday, October 2nd
Sessions 1, 2 and 3 (P) Presentation of group reports
Sunday, October 3rd
Feee

Monday, October 4th
Sessions 1, 2 and 3 (P)

Presentation of final report Clokng ceremonies.

ANNEX III

,

LIST OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE WORKSHOP
Reports on the status of science teaching at primers/ and. lower,1,cOndary levels from each
'

of the following countries:
'Botswana
Ethiopia
.

.

td:.

Gambia
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia

Mauritius
Nigeria

Sierra Leone
Somali Republic
Tanzania
Uganda

Zambia
Keynote Address: "Premature Specialization in Science Education,
A pis-service to Developing Nations"Prof. B. Fafunwa

e Concept of Integrated Science TeachingMrs. S. M. Haggis
nesco's Programme in Integrated tcience TeachingMrs. S. M. Haggis

The Science Education Programme for Africa: An approach to Educational
DevelopmentDr. H. Dyasi
.1* Integrated Science Projects in the U.K. Mr. D. G. Chisman

Development of Teething Materials for Integratfd ScienceDr. Magnus J. A. Cole

alb

Some First Ideas on the Pre-Service Training of Teachers of Integrated Science
Mr. D. Carter .
Teacher Training fop Integrated ScienceIn-service coursesMr. S. M. AduAmpoma
Multi-Purpose Laboratories Suitable for the'lower Classes of African Secondary Schools
and For Primary Teacher Training Courses Mr. Richard Marshall.

ANNEX IV
MESSAGES OF WELCOME PRESENTED ATTHE OPENING CEREMONY
An Address of Welcome Presented

Mrs. F. M. Akintunde-Ighodalo
Permanent Secretary, Western State of Nigeria

Ministry of Education.

4

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

st

It it a pleasure, indeed a great priyilege, for me to be invited.to perform the forinal
opening of this workshop which has brought together 14 English-speaking African Countries.
Nigeria (and Ibadan in particuijr) considers itself fortunate to have been chosen as the venue
for this great gathering. May I seize this opportunity, cmbehalf of the people of this country,
to welcome you to Nigeria and hopethat your stay will be very fruitful one.
One does not require a sermoncio appreciate the fact that the days when school subjects I
were in different water-tight compartmeniare over. Man has come to appreciate the unity
of knowledge and interdependenceof,these subjects on one another. Biology is becoming
more and more involved with Chemistry; it is becoming increasingly difficult to draw a fine
line between Chemistry and Physics, while Physics is fast becoming more mathematical. The
need for an integrated science programme therefore cannot be gainsaid. This is why the
efforts of the United Nations Educational, Scientific And Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
to organise this seminar is not only opportune but also very welcome.
There are several problems connected with the teaching of science as an entity, and
these vary from one country to another. Individual countries must have been tackling
these problems in their own ways and with varying meastires of success. It is therefore
gratifying that you will, among other things, exchange" information on what has been done
in your different countries at various times to produce and implement integrated science
curricula. I am sure that it will also be useful, as f understand you will be doing, to review
integrated science programmes In countries outside Africa with a view to developing integrated science teaching programmes that are suitable to ouiparticulat and peculiar background.
The problems which science teaching creates are of a universarnature and only vary in
degree from country to country. In Nigeria, as in most developing counties. we are short of
personnel for teaching of science, and the few that are available are ire it-tftyl the less experienced ones. This is largely because we cannot compete with Indy
, as the latter 1
often offers more attractive salaries. This rapid turnover makes contin
of teaching
difficult: Another difficufty in the way of science teaching, especially fr.; developing
countries, is the inadequate supply of resource material.
-

BO

I.

l

It is gratifying therefore to know that at this conference you will deliberate. extensively
on .how to make suitable textbooks and materials available for learning science in our schools:
Effops by the UNESCO in trying to improve the lot of mankind especially i developing
cOntries are highly appreciated. May I wish, therefore, to seize this opporturu to offer
to the UNESCO the immense thanks of the Government and people of Nigeria in articular
and of Africa in general for arranging this conference. This workshop is tak
ace as a
result of the challenging conclusions of the 1968 UNESCO sponsored VARNA Congreis on
the Integration of Science Teaching. Part of the conclusions reached at that time say that: "The teaching of integrated science contributes towards general education, emphasizes
the fundamental unity of science, and leads towards an understanding of the place of
.
science in contemporary society . ..
"At the earlier stages of secondary education a totally integrated course in experi-

)

mental science appears generally desirable . : ..

r

"Further experiments in the development of new integrated curriculum and the production of teaching materials are needed."
We in Nigeria have made a number of efforts to produce general science and integrated
science programmes. In particular and with the assistance of the United States Aid For
International Development USAID), the Ford Foundation and Harvard University, we have
.been able to produce a fairly suitable general science programme for the first two years of
our secondary schools. Through the Comparative Education Study and Adaptation Centre
(CESAC), programmes for the last three years are currently being written.
The different States are also working on Elementary science programmes, and in this
latter respect, we have benefitted from experiences gained by our teachers from participation
in African Primary Science Project (APSP), and other workshops organized by our yniversities
and similar bodies. A number of other organisations have also responded very well to this
challenge by establishing Curriculum Development Committees to
up new syllabuses
for the teaching of science in the I er forms of the secondary schools.\
Particular mention must Whined of the Science Teachers Association bf Nigeria (STAN),
the Comparative Education Study nd Adaptation Centre (CESAC), and he Nigerian Secondary Schools Science Project (NS SP)Nuffield Foundation, the British ouncil, all which
have both individually and joint organised and supported curriculum iin rovement in
science teaching in our schools. epresentatives of these various organi ions are at this
conference and will no doubt c operate in making it a success. The count very much appreciates the contributiond which these organisations have made and are making towards the
proper teaching of science in,our schools'.
The need Io teach science is of such great importance for the developing countries of
Africa. At developing countries we require the services of indigenous doctors, engineers,
experts in various
field, of learning who wip make valuable contributions to the advancement
..
of our nations. 'The fo' dations of these professions are laid in the science programmeS of Our
schools and they will no have been properly laid if science is not well-taught.
If this:conferepce mu achieve any success at all, itwill be in the preparation of a satisfactory and superior science programme. May I warn that a satisfactory and superior science
educlition progra,mme must have economic, political and cultural objectives so as to achieve
the goals of the society for which education is planned. Poor developing countries with
economic problems and inadequate man-power to cope with the techhical problems which
development introduces have aspiration's which are constrained not only by the limits of
.

.

.

.

,
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Address of Welcome by Professor G. M. Edington
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Universityof Ibadan.
Chairman, Distinguished Guests, Delegates;

I have the greatest pleasure in welcoming you on behaji of the Vice-Chancellor, Professor
T. A. Lambo, to the campus of the University of Ibadan. Professor Lambo expresses his
deep regret at being unable to be present this morning but he is heavily committed elsewhere., I should like to say how honoured the University is to be the venue of this most
important Workshop and we are grateful to the various UNESCO Agencies and to the
Nigerian National Commission for UNESCO and to other sypporting organizations for considering lqadan a worthy host of this Conference. Our Cheirmarrand Madam Permanent
Secretary, Mrs. F. M. Akintunde-Ighodalo, have already said much that I myself intended',
to say. So I shall therefore keep this address as short as possible. We are delighted to have
so many delegates from the English-speaking African countries visiting the University.
Daring the last five years, the idea of integrated science teaching has gained greater and
greater prominence in the educational programmes of many countries of the world and I am
delighted to say that the Science Teachers Association of. Nigeria has been most active in
this field. One cannot erophasise toollighly the importance of science in the educational
programme at all levels. More and more in countries, in Africa, is science being applied in
various areas of industry and traihing in eppliefAcience is being undertaken at technological
colleges and universities. It will be impoblble for these institutions to successfully undertake
such training unless a firth basis of scientific knowledge is laid at the primary and secondary
school levels.
Different programmes have tended to identify different areas as being the common
elements in Science. S e have identified the common links in terms of "scientific concepts"
likeeqergy, systems, interactions, relativity, etc. Others have identified them in terms of
"scieritific processes" e:g. observation, classification, hypothesis formetion.experimentation,
interpretation of data, Manipulating variables etc.
The result is thfialthipugh there are various programmes bearing the label "integrated
science", they often differ markedly in their content and have integrated their science in
venjivergent ways;',:Perhaps the one.thing common to all is the emphasis they put on
inquiry and practiC.al application by the students.
Pin, present conference. is, therefore, serving a very vital function in providing a forum
for exchange of information on the various programmes with
a view to the overall improve.
mentlf science edUCation.
Finally, I should like to weleome you all, .once again, and I hope that you will have the
our Library, Institute of African.
opportunity of seeing/something of our campus. A visit
dition to visiting historical Ibadan,
Studies and Bookshop should be well worthwhile+
iversity of Ife with its wealth of surI hope you will also have time to visit our sister
alf of the Vice-Chancellor,'ypur Workshop
rounding cultural objects. May l'Yvish, on

r

eliery success.
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'their resources, but are dictated by association with the more affluent nations Whose style
of living is appealing to citizens of developing countries.
The commondream of all developing countries is to be industrialised in the hope that
this is the first step in a take-off to modemity. the tendency in the process of pursuing
these dazzling goals is to make the regrettable mistake of forgetting the importance of
Agriculture or relegating it to the far background in the planhing and execution of their
economic programmes. It is hoped that the holding of workshops and seminars like this one
will go a long way to correct such imbalance in our planning.
It needs to be emphasized thatscience is fast changing the world: Every officer of government, every -law maker is confronted with all sorts of scientific and technical development
which affected the political, economic and social problems that are a gover
is main
concern. A businessman 'no matter what his field is confronted everyday *th technical and.
scientific break-through that may threatep him with disaster or hold out the promise of
great achievement. Yet law makers and businessmen alike must turn for advice to technical
people whose language they may not even understand. This means that our science prog- .
rammes must prepare the geniusand the future professional for his future undertaking, .
and yet provide the layman with enough understanding of the main essentials of science so
that the process of communication between the expert and the people he is to serve can
be meaningful and fruitful.
.
I have no doubt that in.formulating Whatever will be acceptable integrated science programmes for developing countries, you will not forget that we must set certain goals. Permit me to suggest that these goals must, among many others, foster humanistic, liberal and
general education. It should aid the student to develop critical thinking through inquiry
approach; help him to appreciate the ability of man to control his environment and adjust it
to suit his aspirations and meet his needs. It must also foster the awareness of the people,
both leaders and led, government and the governed, towards scientific and technological
analysis of their problems and,environments; and it should last but not the least, assist the
students to develop their decision-making skills.
Ladies and gentlemen, Ibadan is a big city and a land of contrasts. I hope that while you
are here you will find time to see what we can offer in the way of culture. We are very proud
of our city and the little that we have been able to achieve. Please feel free to explore our
lands and take back with you the goodwill of our people. You have before you a fortnight
of purposeful activity and valuable discussion. This is a very heinry assignment and we look
forward to reading the report of this conference.
,
'Once more I welcome you all to Nigeria and to Ibadan in particular and wish you a very
happy and fruitful stay:'
.
Ladies andigentlemen, itis with the greatest pleasure that I now declare this workshop
"open.
.
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Address of Welcome to the participants at the UNESCO/UNICEF
WorkshOp on Integrated Science Teaching for English-speaking
kfrican countries, lbadan,,Aligeria, September 20th - October 4th, 1971.
by Chief Stephen AWokoya, Director, Department of Science Teaching
and Technological Education and Research, UNESCO.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I regret that I am not able to be with you in person today to welcome you to this
integrated science teaching workshop for English - speaking African countries. I feel' that
this meeting will be a land-mark in the development of science education in Africa. You,
the representatives of 13'African countries are met together to carry out a kind of "stocktaking" of science teaching developments in the primary schools and secondary schools of
Africa. Your particular task is to draw up a plan of action for-the development of a science
. teaching which is suited to the needs of your pupils in the actual situations in which they
are living.

.

You will be concerned with "integration" at this workshop. An integral is something
which is whole. You are thinking about science as a whole as it effects the child in the totality
of his environment. I like to think of integrated science at the lower levels of schooling as
a kind of embryo which contains within it all that is necessary genetically to produce not
only t e future scientific and technological manpower required for development but also
the g d citizen in our modern age. Thus, integrated science teaching should provide a
basis for the pupil who will become a citizen who needs to take decisions in matters deeply
affected by science. This person might be a politician on whose decisions the fate of
.millions could hang. He might equally be an agriculturist, an architect, a physician, an engineer, a physicist,a chemist, a biologist, a mathematician, an economist, abishop, a judge,
or even a business man. Integrated science teaching, however, must We integrity. It must
be linked with the whole of the school curriculum. It must be .a stimulating experience in
the scientific education of the child who will later become a scientist, or follow a sciencebased career. Even if he does little more, it should enable him- to appreciate science for
what it stands for today and in the future. In this connection, you may feel that the natural
environment offers you an excellent approach; you may also feel that the technological
application of science in Modern society is equally a valid entrance; others may think that
the combination of the different scientific disciplines is the real answer. Whatever your preludices, integrated science should be integrated and have all those ingredients which will
later evolve into the various disciplines.
,
It seems to me, therefore, that you have a double task: to be concern with the contribution of science to general education in African children, while at the sash e time providing
those basic skills Swhich are essential as a foundation for more highly specialised training in
the future.
I hope that in hose two weeks you will have a rewarding and fruitful time and I look
forward with ever confidence to a valuable outcome of your endeavours.
.

S. Oluwole Awokoya,
UNESCO PARIS FRANCE.
September 15, 1971.
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ANNEX V
Premature Specialisation in Science Education:
A Disservice to Developing Nations
Key-note Address

by
Professor A. Bobs Fafunwa
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

University of Ife
Ile- Ife

Chairman., Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is with considerable trepidation that I appear before this august body.of scientists and
science educators and administrators.from seventeen countries to deliver the keynote address
at this important international workshop on "Integrated Science Teaching". Although I did
some science in school and at the University, I cannot claim to be a scientist either by trade
or by profession. I am however a friend of science and scientists who are interested in finding solutions to the many problems that bedevil under-developed countries of the world
particUlarly the African countries.
We are living in a world where Science and Technology have become an integral part of
the world's culture and any cotintry.that overlooks this:significant truism does so at its own
peril.
We know that it was the practical applicatioh of the new discoveries in science and technology that was largely responsible for transforming the erstwhile under-developed or backward societies of tt* Western World into advanced states. It was also because of the speed
with which these nthrbhenomena were disseminated and proliferated that the West was
able to gain a substantial lead over the rest of the world. It was the study and the application of science which brought economic and social benefits to mankind in general and to
Europe and America in particular. These guaranteed them a high standard of living and
improved the healthcondition of their people.
It would therefore be foolhardiness on the part of the non-Western World not to recognise science and technology as a dominant cultural lactorin this late twentieth century.
Dissatisfied with their own rate of growth, both Edrope and America continue to seek
newer ways of doing things; yet many Of the firs'(fruits of scientific and techrtblogical
progress have not yet arrived in Africa and the new advances which have superseded the
old are even farther from Afriba's reach.
s
.
It is possible to exist with little or no knowledge of science. Indeed, millions of people
in developing countries do just that. But it is almost impossible today to lead a full and
satisfactory life with little or no knowledge of science. We of the under-developed countries
must develop our human and natural resources to solve our economic problems. We need
to improve our diet, improve our transport system, develop our mineral resources and control soil erosion. We must introduce modern scientific farming, control cattle diseases,
improve their health programme and solve a myriad of other problems that call for scientific and technological dexterity. To achieve these, we must, as a matter of national

urgency, train as quickly as possible an army of competent teachers, scientists and technicians. We require also scientifically and socially orientated policy makers, as well is
scientifically orientated citizens. Science in twentieth century has, without a doubt,
become a necessary aid to good living and good citizenship, to health, agriculture, home
making and leisure. For these reasons,- therefore, science and technology must necessarily
play a vital part in African education and the new school curricula. Every child and every
future adult has to be reached.
To achieve this, the foundations must be laid'at all levels of education through both
general and special education. By general education, in this contexti_wevmean a broad
type.of education aimed at developing the attitudes, abilities and benviour considered
desirable by society. As far as science and technology are concerned, it is attitude that
matters. It is largely through adopting a scientific approach to problems that Africa would
be able to join a world where science has already become a dominant cultural factor. With
'this desirable scientific attitude in the African, a successful war could be waged against
superstition; aptitudes could be developed for vocational pursuits; the child and the adult
would be able to manipulate simple gadgetry, work of hand and eye which would buttress
or supplement mind and heart. It is most essential that Africans develop this scientific
attitude in agriculture, still the occupation of over seventy per cent of the people.
I sincerely believe that no major industrial revolution can either take place or-bd sustained, no new society can be built or maintained in a continent where the masses are
still dominated largely by magic and superstition. I also believe that the scientific attitude
can be acquired as a way of life, in the same way as socialism, capitalism or communism
is injected into the society as a way of living.
Considerable emphasis needs to be placed on science at the elementary level, because for
the next fifty years or more, most African countries.will not be able to provide more than
a free elementary education for their people. Consequently; millions of future African
citizens, who will form the bulk of Africa's man-power, will not have more than a primary
education, or at best two or three years of secondary education. It follows, therefore, that
this new generation of citizens should have a broad scientific background at this elementary
level of education.
I am happy that this particular workshOp is on "Integrated Science." This is a
fashionable topic these days and it is like the weather which everybody talks about but
does little about it. It is gratifying that the UNESCO and the African countries' representative:: who are assembled here today are determined to do something about it.
Making a case for Integrated Science programme at the primary and the secondary
schoOl levels may be like preaching to the converted. Nevertheless, we cannot overr:4-semphasis its importance to Africa in particular. Mbsi of us are products of specialised ;
6-education and the scientists are not the only culprit in this area. It is ironical that even
though we know that specialisation is meant to serve only a handful of people, educators
insist on giving everyone specialised education. In the United States and the United Kingdom only a very small proportion of the secondary school and university graduates work in
the area of their specialisation. Worse still, many 'of the graduates required by industry
have to be trained or re -train 'd in the area required by commerce and industry. Nigeria,
like many developing countries is going through the same experience. Less than forty per
cent of our University graduates areengaged in the field of their specialisation. Even in
the teaching field'a high proportion of our graduates are teaching the subjects in which
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they had, little or no formal academic training. Indeed we expect this state of affairs to
conti e for quite some time to come.
The estion has been raised at a' number of international conferences as to whether the
universi graduate should be a sp
or a generalist. Most graduates in Britain and'all
of its former colonies tend to be ov
eCialised and like most specialists they knew more
and more about less and less until they reach a point where they knew everything about
nothing! Their education was so narrowly based th'at many of them became absolute illiterates not only in non-science subjects but also in other allied areas of science. It is
rather bewildering for me to meet some Ph.D. holders in Chemistry who can only teach
organic chemistry but not inorganic chemistry to first year university students or vice
versa; or a Ph. D. holder. in some small aspect of Zoo who cannot teach first or second year
Botany. When specialisationi are carried this far, then a country is in trduble, particularly
a poor developing country whose resources are extremely limited both in human and natural
resources. Mind you this deplorable condition obtains even in the social sciences and humanities but we must admit that science is the worst offender. In the U. S. and the U. S..S. R.,.'
specialisation is.postponed till the post graduate level in mostcases. Ironically, these who: -landed on the moon never had Sixth Form education or early specialisation(
I do not want to belnisunderstood as not believing in specialisation, I recognise the
ultimate.riecessity for specific skills. What I am advocating is a broact-foundation of the
primary and secondary school levels. Curiously enough we tendici.forget the purpose-of
primary and secondary education. Both are supposed to help the. child get'adjusted to his:
immediate environment and offer him a broad ge eral _education to enable hint'live and
act as a responsible citizen of his society. To be versatile individual he sltould,be exposed
to the whole spectrum of education, not just a arrow experience which in any case snot
really needed by Riclustry, commerce, his hom or his peers with whom he is gointo spend
the rest of
life."Pre-mature specialisation t primary, secondary and even atithefirits
two years f university workis not only
usservice tp a nation, it is also a national difaster, in.tha it is a collosal waste o
lied human a d financial resource of a developing
country
It is being suggested by many noted educators th t even at the universItY level sptcialisation should commence aathe post-graduate leve . I fully agree.- As for the Sixth-Form
work which is the only educational exception in the world as the majority of the countries
of the world haVe'no sixth form, the British people who invested it ark now seriously considering its liberalisation; that is sixth formers should be'exposed to six or seven subjects
instead of three as it is the case at present. As for me, I re -affirm that as far as Nigeria is concerned, it should be scrapped without further ado. .
Child Inventors
In the last two years the Nigerian press carried to their credit, articles and pictures of
two or three Nigerian youths who constructed their own ail plane,-boat and other scientific
gadgets. A young man Constructed an airplane that flew for ten minutes in the air before
crashing to the ground; another youth Made his own motor car and another a steam boat
that worked. These youths either had only a primary education or one, or two years of
secondary education. Ironically one is tempted to say, "Thank God, they left school before
they became specialised" robots who cannot see beyond their nose." I wonder aloud as to
how many of us whp are specialists in physics or applied physics or mathematics or engineering can construct anti fly an airplane even hit bile minute or construct and launch a
k
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steam -ship that will sail for tail minutes only. It is our contention that most of the world
inventors never learnt half of the physics, chemistry'and mathematics that'we teach at the
secondary and university jevels today, What I am trying to put across here is that the age
of passive reliance on tradition and authority without question belonged to the 19th
century. The obscurantist's faith -in the expert's. special knowledge and,skill, personal knowledge and authority is a thing of the past and cannot by any stretch of imagination getui
far as developing countries. We need to widen the scientific horizon Of our youths by ex:
posing them to a wide spectrum of scientific skillsand investigation with a view to developing their scientifiC attitude not necessarily as scientists -to-be for-only a handful ofthem
need to be scientists, but as scientifically oriented citizens of their country and their world.
Lotd Beaching who is a British Physicist, is a man after my heart: In his address to
the Third international Conference on Physics Educaticin,he said inter alia:
"...(There) is the need for special care to guard against establishing an illusion of cornPiete understanding in the early stages of teaching, with theresultantdanw of, creating
mental blopkt to subsequent acceptance Ofmore relined.theories.. In My &i'vh case, and
1 dO:not belieVel was exceptional, early, ilcquaintence with Newton's laws Created such
cormAke acceptance of them as to cause very Teal difficulty in my subsequent acceptanceof quantum'mechanics and relativity. It was not that I could not handle the mathematics, but I could not do so with any facility because I kept thinking, 'I understar,
Newtorian mechanict Put I dQn't understand this',%nd I felt, therefore, either that my
mind was inadequate or that there was something false about-the concepts 'which I was
asked to accept. It was only later; when I realised that I did notunderstand the phenoMena which Newton's laws describe, either, but had merely accented the laws as a complete and satisfying description of the phenomena, that some of my difficultkesfdisappeared. I suspect that difficUlties of 'Otis kind are still 6eing created, and created u nnecessarily."(1 )
I wish many-of us can be as frank

r

Lord Beec hing for it is only if we can recognise our
. own limitation that we will be in a position to take a-critically honest look 'atour outmoded
education system and our traditional teaching method. According to many critics,
"..,. the graduate scientist or technologist too often displais a narrowness of'view and(
interests (and) is unable to relate his own work to that of his colleagues or theirs to his, or is not as effective as he should be as a memberror as a leader of a teembecause otP is
inability to communicate effectively with others or to inter sufficiently well into their,
thoughts and feelingi.".(2)
.
The African Child

-The first twelve yeari it.the most ormative period in a child's,life for it is during this
period that attitudes and aptitudiS are deVeloped. It is also during this period that the
child requires intelligentcare of
physical needs and,frained guidance in hitsnental,
emotional and social potentialities. It is-our contention, that the Afilcan Childlike any other
child should be helped right fror the start to develop some Or allpf the following scientific o.
skills and abilities: curiosity, manipulative ability, soontaneous.flexibility, experimentation,.
'b

(1) The EduCation of a Physicist, Edited by 67 C. Brown and N. Clarke, Published by Oliver &
Boyd, London, 1966 pp. 1 and 2. ,(2) Loc. cit.
.
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initiative, industry, manual dexterity, mechdnical comprehension and the coordination' of
hand and eye (and in passing, how we wish he could do' this in his own mother tongue!).
As we said earlier, most otOirr children in Africa will not hive more than a primary or.two
wears of secondary education before the end of this century which is onlY'20.years away.
We want to make intelligent versatile, and scientificallyOriented citizens out of them. .To
achieve this we need,to give them a broad general science education. A few of them Will
become specialists but this specialism will be more meaningful only if predicated ona gen,
eral science education.' As I said earlier, I may be preaching to the converted and I will not
bore you any further.'
Integrated Science Programme
:
0
What, we may ask, are the objectives of an integrated science programme?
One objective
is to develop scientific attitudes; abilities and behaviour; that is, to develop a built-in
scientific attitudA in the child as .Soon as possible. As one of my colleagues expressed it,
"what is integrated about science is not the topics studied but the process of studying them." (3)
"i mentioned earlier some ckthe behavioural goals that we hope to achieve through general
science education, these.arer manipulative ability, spoptineous flexibility, initiative, industry, experimentation 'etc....The primary science panel of the Nigerian Educational Research
_Council (NERC) at a recent workshop let by. De.
Yoloye of the University of Ibadan
adopted a modified versidn. !of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) proceSs classifiCation scheme for building new science ourricula for Nigeria. The
fifteen behaviOural goali, while'not exhaustive, should serve us in good stead in determining
some of the skills and attitudes we wish to build into the personality of/the child at the end
of an integrated science course:
/

1. OBSERVATION
7

All dexperimental science involves observation df natural and manitnadephenomena.
These observations can be made in abroad gesdriptive sense, or they may be associated
with indepth examinations of limited Specialized systems.
/

2. CLASSIFICATION
.This.prObess is fOund in some degreein almost all scientific Activities. Sorting, group-.
ing,_and'Ordering, bothon a qOalitatiye and quantitative basis, fall into this category.

3 COMMUNICATION

.

-

/

Once experience with "scientific" materials haS been acquired, the abilit to corn- .
municate'regarding obseryations, data,Iiiscoveries, etc: ii.fundamental to the growth of
scientific knowledge... :
/

M. COUNTING NUMBER RELATIONSHIPS^
The first level of quantification in science is the applicatioof counting number to
observations. The use of discrete number, in association with u its of measure ...5
trees,9 stones, etc., is the beginning of measurement. In sdienc numberl&always
associated .wittra unit omeasure, and .the'cOUnting operation orms thebasis of a
wide range otquantititive observations.

t(
trr<
o4.

(3) E. A. Yoloye, Journal of the Sciende:Teichers' Association of Nigeria,
Vol . 10, No 1, 1971,1)-64
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6.

RAISING QUESTIONS
Inherent in any subject matter scheme involving direct observation and experimen-.
tation is the richness of questions arising directly from the exposure of individual
pupils to the materials,- Thus, in observing'several pendulums of different lengths,
one might ask why do they move at different "speeds".

7.

.
PREDICTION
.
The process of prediction proceeds from well-founded bases of hypothesis, theory,
or "laws". Once a collection of consistent data is obtained, such operations as ."'
extrapolation and interpolation form the basis of this important scientific process.
The importance of prediction to scientific enquiry is that science places greater
emphasis on the ability to predict (in its process of knowing) that oh the ability to
. describe or explain.
-

8.

INFERENCE
This is abroad category of process. It implies cause and effect relationships and
, correlatibns. On_ e is exposed to observation of several variables which seem to be
related and-one infers a relationship between them. Inference may be speculative,
based upon preliminary or sketchy data, or it may be more,-well-founded, based
*upon extensive and precise ciao obtained fro rr experimAs.

9.

FORMULATING HIPOTHESES
Almost any series of observations can lead to hipothesit formulation.. Hypotheses need not be too protound or have a high probitiility of experimental veri-

O

*-

©

,

MEASUREMENT
Once one passes from the operation-Of discrete counting of isolated objects, a n
form of measurement iv. identifiabje. Man-made units of area, ,length, volume, and
time are describable on a continuum, with number itself
ming a relative role.
In a sense, almost any number 'System can be'imposed on his type of measurement
as long as it is consistent from one unit to the next. Cob uenCe of unit is the sing!
criterion to be applied within a giv,erfmeasurement system of this type.

,

.

fication, as lon eas they arise from observations which. lead one to speculate as to

what will happen if
10.

/

1-

MAKING .0P.E RATIONAL, DEF IN IT IONS
Oftentimes in experimentation it becomes necessary to describe phenomena in
concrete terms without complete or exact knowledge of vittsv is actually appening.
Here the emphasis is on setting boundary condition with reference to "ac vity"

observations whiCh enables one to "go on" with a workin definition; subj ct to
later revision, without less of validity.
11.

,,CONTROLLING OFt M NIPULATING VARIABLES'
Measuring variables s one thing. Controlling or manipulating variables is quite
another. Here the e phasic is on identifying variables in a system, holding some
constant, and manipulating others, Usually only one, to see how the system functions. Discovering the relational role of a variable in a systern is the highest level of
understanding in this process.

ISO

9.
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Differentiation between counting number relationships and measurement proper is
usually- obvious, but there aregrey areas" where the two merge imperceptibly.

t-
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u; ....i.e.*,
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12. EXPERVENTING
In,a primitive sense, experimentation may take the form of trial and error activities,
based upomprevious eicperience. At its higher levels, however7 experimentation means
probin along a pith that appears fruitful. In the strictest,,sense, experimentation implies the test of hypotheses formulated on the basis of experience gained in previous
experimentation.
13.

.

..

FORMULATING MODELS
, Mental models are built to en mpass many related pbservations. One builds these
'models to ."picture" what is hap ening.:now and to predict what will happen in another
set of circumstances. One of the chief characteristics of this process is the continual
vbhange andrefinment of the model in the light'Of new evidence which challenges some
facet of the model.'
:. .
.

.

14. INTERPRETING DATA
The.C011ectiOn and classification'of.datli's-net often an end in itself; A more important
Portant aspect is;'':Aahat does-the data'
tell' your. ;Data,, should banalYsed'with the
..
aims'of generaliting Whereip*ible,.utilizing.,tlie data asp bast for predictiOn,.and
considering the "quality".of the data in terms!of-designing rnAre'eefined eXperitnentt.
The interpretation gitien to asset of datifrovidet,the impetus for new investigations.
,

.

1S; MANIPULATIVE SKILL

t.

- .
., .1'he acquisition ot mechanical skills of Manipulation' is fundamental to the creation
of situations in which' the other pirodesses are naturally brought out Increasing Manii).ulaftve skill Means the use of more and.betterapparaius with The increasing probability
of requiring the other processes for explanation 61 understanding.
I suggest that this august body coniider these dteen points as examples of some of.the
ways we can approach the depigning and the teachet of an integrated science programMe fot
primary anct`iecondari schools.
.
For too long in Africa, we .have been edUCating do many people with educated head
and uneducated hand; we needto edUtate the new generation of African children'to 'use
their head and handvery effectively.
'.
.
,
How do we broaden thebackgroUnd of our children to enablethem reaceconfidently.
a tO.their environment? 1\suggest'that we need to discover the intimate connections that
exist among disciplines as well as took for.all possible extensions.. TO cite a few examples
of what I have in mind: "'One would like to have a science unit entitled,. "Elements of
automatic control"in plants, animal's andp,lant behaviour." In 'Plants and animals, ecology,
anatomy, evolution physiology, genetics eta. are cornmon 'phenomenon to both. VI/kw not
.
exploit and extendihese to the nth degree?
<
.
I.am sure our scientists hire at this Worksht0te up to the task and the next few days
.
should.givOs a good start.
-,,,
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Functional Agricultuiv, Health and Nutrition
On agricultural science, nutrition an health, these are best taught by examples rather
than by precepts. Teachers and pupils must be fully involved and the best involvement is
through active participation by both. Chikken are More interested in cause and effect
rather than a study in depth of reproduction cycle of a mosquito. They want to find out
by themsblves what happens when plants are deprived of air, water and light and ink ow t
make bigger and better yams, tornatoes.oranges, corn etc. Above all, they want t do it
themselves. They need to experiment with their' own plots and try their hands o cooki g
and in mAking delicious dishes. In other words, teaching of agriculture, nutritio and h Ith
should W'functional and practiol. Theory without practice is like learning to swim by
/
..
.
correspondence!
We must select the appropriate learning experiences that will help in achieving our identified aims and objectives for the integrated, science programme. First we.must realise that

,

l

the majority of our children will not go on to the secondary grammar school for some time
to come. But all of them will be citizens of their countries and most of them will in the
meantime become apprentices, firm hands, petty traders, and the like. We need literate
farmers, carpenters, traders etc. Above all, we need good, proud and honest citizens
thus we need this type of person in 4frica to ay more than doctors, lawyers, teachers eth.
y'will become good lawyers, good teachers,
In any caseif we produce good citizens
good doctors, good farmers, good carpgnters or good scientists. 'In identifying the learning
experiencesl.equired, we ourselves as teachers must realise that:
(a), learning is an active process and the tleprner'must be actively involved;
(b) learning becomes more effective if the learher understands what he is learning;
.
.
(c) environment affects learning;
(d) teachers affect learning;

(e)individual differences affect learning;.
(f) values, goals and motives affect learning;
.

(

4..

d

(g) all !earnings are\iiulti-purpose;
(h) reinforcement is essential in learning;
(i) integrated learni g experiences yield better results.
,The child we plan .to edu ate must by the end of our course be flexible, responsive, sensitive.
Hemust by attitude and arning be willing to explore new phenomenon and seek more
knowledge on his own.
.
The teachers Africa ne s are tho4e who are humble, flexible, inquisitive and - respdnsive ,
.to the needs of their childr n: 5
,They must be willing to exp ore Mew pfienoniena with their children and seek more know- ,,,. -ledge on their own. They must aboveall be willing to experiment and be unafraid of failure: (4)
Whatever we. do as teachers and admiftlstrators, it is incumbent upon us to create the suitable
°environment that will enable the child ditcover things for himself.
J
As a popular saying goes, there are three kinds of people::

(1) A few who make filings happen

(2) Some who watch th gs happen :
(3) and millions who don' know what ishappening.
I hope that the few of us wh pare here at this Worksflop will make'things happen in
Science Education in Africa.
72
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